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Dear Mr. Lamberti 
2126 Reid Av enue 
Bluefield, West Virginia 
April 27, 1951 
Your letter, addressed t o "Mr. D. E. F14 ench, or Family", 
was received a 0hort while a.go. My husband, D. E. }.,rench, who passed 
away in 1936, was a descendant of Peter Dinges through a daughter, Mary, 
who married David French, a son of Matthew French, Revolutionary soldier. 
My husband established the Revolutionary record of' Peter 
Dinges in the S .. A.R., and it has been established in the D.AoR., also. I 
su ppo se you have this information. 
It is said that Peter Dinges was born in Holland a.bout 
l 740. He crune to .America. on the ship, "Brotherstt, arriving at Philadel-
phia Sept. 16, 1751. Other members of his fnrrd.ly died at sea. He married 
Mary Smith in 1769, and removed to Montgomery ( now Gi.les ) County, Vi rginia. 
He died in 1809, and his ~~11 is on record in Giles County. He is buried 
near Oakvale, West Virginia. 
It is worthy of note that Peter Dinges was a soldier ~ 
the battle of Point Pleasant which many claim was the first battle of t he 
.American Revolution, and was e.t Yorktown when Cornwallis surrenderede L/1-
~-Yl 'Z CX--<--
I run sorry I do not have any record of the,f amily who 
settled in Logan a.nd Cabell counties. There is a large family con-
nection, of course, many of t hem prominent in the e.ffairs of' that section 
of the state, and elsewhere. The name is spelled " Dingesstt, now, but 
the above mentioned will is signed "Peter Dinges • 11 
I run interested to know you are writing a pioneer his-
tory, and I wish you much success. I em sorry I do net have the infonna-
tion you desire, and do not know any older members of' the family who would 
be able to supply i te 
Sincerely yours, 
11 ~ ~ -.J-~cL__ 
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WEST VIRGINIA SOCIETY, 
Sons of the American Revolution. 
Hon. Jerry Dingess, 
Huntington, W. Va. 
My dear Mr.Dingess; 
Bluefield, W. Va. 
July 23, 1928. 
I am enclosing you herewith the Revolutionary war 
record of Peter Dingess. As a matter of convenience to you, I have 
had it filled in on applicatioh blanks, so that all you will 
have to do will be to finish t illing out the blanks with the 
information and records from Peter Dingess down to you. 
I am also attaching a memorandum giving the names of 
Peter Dingess' children, and whom they married, thinking that this 
would be of service to you in getting your line from Peter Dingess 
down. 
I hope that you wi l l be able to get your papers filed 
without any trouble and feel sure tha.t you will. 
With best wishes and regards, I am, 
Yours very truly, 
(Signed) D, E. French, 
President. 
( 
Peter Dingess. Born about 1740, died in 1800. His wife was 
Polly Smith, born _ _________ , and died • They 
were married in 1769. 
Their children we r e: 
✓ .,_.... 
William, bo r n in 1770. Married Nancy McNeely. Peter,Jr. ~ 
married Sallie Fa rley. John mar r ied Ann ------·--
Char les A. . 
✓ Eli zabeth (Betsy ) married first 
~v • I If I I 7 'fJ 
-~ ,er, IWS: 
~ Net1. Married second, 
Capt. Wm.Smith. \ ~ . J~~ I s4 rv 
✓ Susan~ , born in 1774, married Ez ekiol Smith. 
· ~~ ~ , I ~2-., , r ,1-
,-., Na ncy, Viho marri ed 2,~Y~.Hend erson, 'l,t-<..,, I --- ~-'~ ~ b-• . \ ~J.,,r J~.,.A._. 
" John McClaugher ty, ~ ti},.,~ s;.,._, '--S2llie, " 
" 
11 Jarres Br ight, (\,.(')~ ... :') ' 7 
v Mary, born in 1780, and married Capt. David French. , V _
7 r J1J 1-i-1 _ - - - - -
Bi r t hs 
Peter Dingess was born in the year of our Lo r d December 16th,1776 
~~ 
Sarah Dingess, born Ma r ch ?O, 1787. ,. 
William A. Dingess, born October 30th, 1806. 
John Dingess, born February 22, 1808. 
Guy Dingess, born February 26th, 1810. 
Polly Dingess was bo r n Karch 31st, 1812. 
July Yantes Dingess, born July 7th, 1816. 
Matildy Dingess, born Au gust 5th, 1818. 
Manu r via Ding ess, bo r n January 21, 1821. 
Harriett Dinges s was born January 30th, 182~. 
Charles Dingess was born February 1, 1827. 
C.G.Dingess 
I ~-~ 
was born July 4th, 1820. 
- 1 -
( 
Thomas Dingess was born Decerrber 14th, 1803. 
C. A • . Smoot and Julia Dingess were married on the l:?th day 
of May, 1835. 
C.F.Dingess and Eliza.beth Toneywere rr.Arried on the 29th 
day of November, 1855. 
-------------~-·-· ---------------------
Dr. Peter Dingess, 
Iv: a ry S t one • 
Dike Dingess 
Luana. Berry. ----- } I 
Rufus French Dingess, 




Application for Membership. 
Sons of the America.n Revolution. 
I ' ------- - - - ___ being of the age of 
years hereby apply for membershop in this Society by right of lineal 
iescent in the following line from 
Peter Dingess 
who was born in Holland on the 
and died in Montgomery County, Virginia., on the 
about 1740 
day of 
1800, and who assisted in ~- stablishing Ame r ican independ ence. 
and he, the said Peter Dingess (No. ) is the ancestor 
who assisted in establishing American IndependEnce whjle acting in 
the capacity of private in La Fayette's Corps, Tri gg 's Battallion 
of Montgorrery County, Va. Artillery. 
ANCESTOR'S SERVICE, 
Peter Dingese served in the American Revolution in Tri gg's Bat-
tallion of Montgomery County, Va., Ar tillery in La. Fayette's Corps 
at the battle of Yorktown. 
See Johnston 's "History of the Middle New River Settlements", 
pages 8_4 and 453; Chalkl ·eyJs ''Reco r ds of Augusta County, Virginia., 
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-THE WELLMAN FAM ILY -
THE WELLMANS SETTLED AT THE FORKS OF B IG SANDY RIVER, WHICH LA'E R 
CAME TO BE KNOWN AS CASSVILLE AND FINALLY, FORT GAY IN OCTOB ER, 1802, 
MIGRAT ING THERE FROM THE CLINCH VA LLE Y SECTION OF VIRGINIA IN WHAT WAS 
THE N KNOWN AS WASH INGTON COUNTY- -BUT F INA LLY PARTITIONED IN TO WHAT rs 
NOW RUSS ELL COUNTY. AT THE T IM E THE FAM ILY . LOCATED IN THE BIG SAND~ 
THAT REGION WAS A PART OF KANAWHA COUNTY, WHICH HAD BEEN FORM ED FROM 
~ARTS OF GR EE NBRIER AND MON TGOM ERY COUNTIES IN 1788. IT CONTINUED A 
PART OF KAN .i'.'1WHA UNTIL t 809, WHEN CABELL WAS FORMED OUT OF THEX~T<T<!KK 
. FORMER. 
THE EARL IEST 'NE LLMAN OV WH ICH TH IS GENERATION HAS ANY DEFINITE 
KNOWLEDGE WAS, POSSIBLY, BENNETT WELLMAN. HE APPEARS ON THE RECORDS 
OF DE EDS OF CAB EL L COUNTY AS BURNET WELLMAN, AS GRANTOR AND GRANT EE 
IN VARIOUS REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION CONSUMMAT ED IN THE F IR ST THIRD OF 
THE LAST CENTURY. Bur TH IS IS, NO DOUBT, AN ERROR IN TRANSCRIBING THE 
RECORDS, SINCE JOHN D. WELLMAN, THE OLDEST LIVING WELLMAN AT THE TIME 
OF HIS DEA TH --WHICH OCCURRED AFTER HE WAS WELL ADVANC ED IN THE NINE -
T I ES--, ALWAYS TOLD THE WRITER THAT HE COULD REM EMBER THE ORIGINAL 
NELLMAN FROM CHILDHOOD, AND THAT HIS NAME WAS BENNETT. THE LATTER 
WAST HE GREAT GRANDF AT HER OF JOHN D. 
BENNETT WELLMAN, A SHO EMAK ER BY TRADE, LIV ED IN BOTH PH I LADELPH IA 
AND BALT IMORE DUR ING THE RE VOLUTIO~ AR Y W~R. THE YEAR OF HIS SETTLING 
IN THE CLINCH V~LLE Y SECT ION HAS NOT BEEN HANDED DOWN TO LATE GENERA-
TIONS; BUT IT IS KN OW N THAT HE LED ~dS FAM ILY, WH ICH WAS A LARGE ONE, 
INTO THE B IG SANDY COUNTRY IN OCTOB ER, 1802, COMING BY THE WAY OF 
PouND GAP AND DOWN LEVISA FORK, A GREATL Y TRA VELED ROUTE FOR EMIGRANTS 
l FROM THE SOUTHWESTERN SECTION OF VIRGINIA SEEK ING HOMES AND LANDS IN 
- -l .. . _ 
THE WEST. 
BENNETT WELLMA N IS BELIEVED TO HAVE BEEN OF GERMAN ORIGIN. 
IT rs DO~BT~UL, HOWEVER, THAT HE WAS BORN IN GERMA~· HIS CHRISTIA_N 
NAME WOULD INDI CATE THAT HE WAS NOT. FURTHERMORE, 'NELLMA NS WERE TO 
BE FOUND IN SEV ERAL OF THE COtU.19tH ES FOR SEVERAL DECADES PRECEDING 
rHE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, PARTICUARLY IN THE NEW ENGLAND SECTION, 
AMONG 8ENNETT 1 S NUMEROUS CHILDREN WAS ONE JOHN, BORN IN 
~ HE WAS A YOUNG MAN ST ILL IN HIS EARLY 20 1 S AND ONLY A SHORT 
TIME MARRIED WHEN THE FAM ILY SETTLED IN THE BIG SANDY COUNTRY. HE 
HAD MARR r ED NANCY 'NEBB, THE DAUGHTER OF ROBERT 1NEBB IN THE Cu NCH 
VALLEY COUNTRY. THE vVEBBS FOLLOWED THEIR DAUGHTER AND SON - IN- LAW 
5J 
INTO THE NEW COUNTRY IN t804. JOHN, PROBABLY, WAS THE MOST SUCCESS-
FUL AND PROS?EROUS OF BENNETT'S CHILDREN. HE BEGAN TO ACQUIRE LAND SHORT 
LY AFTER A RRIVING AT THE FORKS OF S ~NDY. HE BECAME A LARGE LANDOWNER 
AS WELL AS A SLAVE - HOLDER. HIS LM-JD, 1//H ICH HE ACQUIRED IN PARCELS 
FROM TIME TO TIME, LAY PRINCIPALLY BETEE.N BIG SANDY RIVER AND j\l. l LL 
CREEK, NAMED FOR A GRIST MILL, THE FIRST TO BE E~ECTED IN THAT SEC -
T I ON, OWNED AND OPE RATED BY 'Aj I LL I AM THOMPSON, t .BOUT A HALF MI LE FROM 
THE PRESENT TOWN OF FORT GAY. TH IS MILL WAS ESTABL I SHED IN 1802. 
JOHN 'NELLM/,N w ·, S THE TENTH SHER I FF OF C ;1 BELL COUNTY, SHER I FFS AT 
rHAT TIME SERVING ONLY ONE YEAR TERMS. HE SER VED TWO TERMS -- FROM 
Ju LY 2L, I B23 UNTIL DECEMBER 23, I 825, UNDER /1.PPO I NTM ENT FROM GOVER-
NOR JAMES PLEASANTS, JR., OF VIRGINIA. BONDS MEN FOR HIS TERM WERE 
GENERAL EL ISHA MCCOMAS, F. MOORE, HENRY PH I LL IPS, HUGHA BOWEN, MOSES 
tv1cCOMAs, SAMU EL ) /EBB, HEZ EK IAH A.DK I NS,. ~, ND REW BA.R RETT, JESSE TONEY, 
JOSEPH M. FULKERSON AND 'i:/ ILLIAM 8. DAVIS. THE SAM UEL 't/ EBB REFERRED TO 
HE RE WAS A BROTH ER TO NANCY '/ /EBB,. THE 'N I FE OF JOHN 'NELLlv1AN. SAMU EL 
( WEBB LIVED TO BE 105 YEARS OLD--THE OLDEST MAN IN WAYNE COUNTY AT THE 




Hrs SECOND TERM AS SHER I FF WERE HUGHA BOWEN, EDMUND MORRfS, GENER-
AL EL I SHA McCOMAS, PHILLIP BAUMG/1.RDNER, JOHN LA ID LY AND JEESSE TONf¥ 
IN 184 1 JOHN WELLMAN BECAME THE LE.A.DING SPR ll" IN A MOVEM ENT TO 
PART IT ION CABELL COUNTY AND SET UP A NEW COUNTY, TO BE KNOWN AS 
WAYNE, TO BETTER SU IT THE CONVENIENCE OF CITIZENS RESKDING IN 
THE TWELVE POLE AND THE BIG SANDY VA LL EYS. HE HEADED A DELEGATION 
53 
TO RICHMOND IN DECEMBER, 1841 ~ND WORKED FOR THE CREATION OF THE 
PROPOSED NEW COUNTY, THE BI LL WAS PASSED, TO BECOME EFFECT IV E IN 18 'f.Z., 
~ THE 1-\cr or THE bEG I SLATURE DES I GNAT I NG JOHN WELLMAN, JOSEPH NA -
GLEE Mm BURWELL SPURLOCK AS COMM I ss ION ERS TO E.STABL I SH THE s·ouNDS 
OF THE NEV-/ COUNTY. 
JOHN WELLMAN ' S F IRST WIFE DI ED ABOUT 1820, AND HE MARRIED A 
FAM ILY 
SECOND T IME. THE WR ITER DOES NOT KNOW THE NAME OF TH IS SECOND 
WIFE; BUT HER CHRISTIAN NAME WAS LYDIA MARCUM. SHE APPEARS AS 
JOINING HIM IN LAND CO NV EYANC ES IN CABELL COUNT Y AS LATE AS 1839. 
ALL OF HIS CHILDREN, HOWEVER, WERE BORN OF HIS F IR ST UNION WITH 
!\!ANC Y WEBB. 
1864. 
JOH N WELLMAN DIED ON HIS FARM NEAR CASSVILLE, IN 
THE F IR ST CHILD BOR N TO JOHN AND NANCY WELLMAN WAS J AMES --
ON MARCH 4, 1802, IN THE CLINCH VALLEY COUNTRY-- ABOUT SEVEN MO NTH S 
BEFO RE THE FAM ILY MIGRATED TO THE B IG SANDY R IV EP. JAMES ~ELL-
MAN MARRIED NANCY HILSON ON 4PRIL 27, 1822. HIS WI FE WAS BORN IN 
GREENBR I ER COUNTY ON OCTOBER 9, 1803, THE DAUGHTER OF JAMES ~ IL SON, 
A REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER WHO SETTLED IN THE B IG S ANDY VA LLE Y NEAR 
CASSVILLE DURING THE FIRST HALF OF THE F I RST DE CADE OF THE LAST CEN -
TUR Y. 
THE FIRST CH I LD BORN TO JOHN AND ['~ 11. NCY WELLMA.N AFTER THE 
[ 1 YOUNG COUPLE ESTABLISHED THEMSELVES IN THE IR NEW HOME ON StNDY RIVER 
'-.. 
WAS DAVID. THE DATE OF HIS BIRTH WAS APR IL LL, 1804. CONSEQUENTLV 
-3-
( 
HE WAS THE SECOND BORN OF THIS UNION, AND ONE OF THE FIRST WHITE 
CHILDREN BORN IN THE LITTL E SETTLEMENT AROUND WHAT, LATER BE-
CAME CASSVILLE AND FORT GAY. HE MARRIED REBECCA NILSON, WHO WAS 
BORN ON APR IL 8, 1808, AFTER HER FATHER, THE AFOREMENTIONED JAM ES WI~ 
~ 
SON, HAD MIGRATED FROM A GREENBRIER COUNTY TO THE BIG SANDY RIVER. 
SHE WAS THE SISTER OF NANCY, THE WI FE OF JAMES, THE OLDEST BROTHER 
OF DAVrD WELLMAN. IN OTHER WORDS, JOHN WELLMAN'S TWO OLDER SONS 
MARRIED ~ I LSON SISTERS. DAVID.WELLMAN DIED JANUARY 25, 1881 ON 
HIS FARM, NE AR CASSVILLE. AMONG HIS SONS WERE JOHN D., THE FATHER 
OF THE LATE MRS. JOHN MARCUM, MRS.DAN A. MOSSMAN, MRS.CHARLES F. WIL-
COXEN, AND MRS. VICTOIA BLANCH ARD, OF HUNT ING TON. 
THE TH I RD CH I LD BORN TO JOH/~ AND 1~ANCY }/ELLMAN WAS 
1
RO BERT. THE 
DATE OF HIS BIRTH WAS MARCH 23, 1806 ■ ON JANUARY 29,1829, HE WAS MAR-
RIED TO MAHALA SHORT, THE DAUGHTER OF SAMUEL SHORT WHO WAS THE FIRST 
WHITE SETTLER AT THE FORKS OF SANDY• HE ERECT ~D HIS LOG CABIN THERE 
IN . t 796• HE WAS THE SON OF THOMAS SHORTf, WHO ALSO CAME FRO M THE 
CLtNCH VALL EY COUNTRY TO THE BIG SANDY SHORTLY AFTER HIS SON SAMUEL, 
HAD ALREAD Y SETTLED THERE. THE FATHER WAS ACCOMPAN I ED BY ANOTHER 
50N, THOMAS, JR. SAMUEL SHORT 1 S SON JOHN, WAS THE FIRST WH IT E CHILD ~ 
BORN IN THE SE7TLEMENT; HE WAS BORN IN 1801° HE WAS A BROTHER OF 
THE AFOREMENT IONED MAHALA SHORT, MARRYING ROBERT WELLMAN. THE IR MO-
THER WAS EL IZABETH BREEDEN, THE DAUGHTER OF JOHN BREEDEN, WHO SET-
TLED IN THE 8 1G SAND Y COUN TRY IN 1804. 
OTHER CH I LDREN OF JOHi\J AND NANCY '1}EBB '.1/ELLMf\.N WERE .:)AMUEL, 
JEREMIAH, ELISHA, LARUNA, EL IZABETH AND MARY, LARUNA MARRIED WILL-
IAM BARTRAM, WHO WAS BORN IN CABELL CouNTY ON NOVEMBER L, 18 16, THE 
SON OF DAVID BARTRAM, WHO WAS A NARIVE OF APPOMATOX ·COUNTY, VIRGINIA, 
WHO MIGRATED TO THE BIR SANDY IN 1802, LARLJNA WAS BORN MARCH 14, 1818 . 
ELIZABETH MARRIED NATHAN HOLT, AND WAS KNOWN TO THE COUNTRYSIDE 
- 4--
IM !/) 
AS ' 1,~1UNT BETTY 1t. MARY MARR I ED JOHN FRASHER, BETTE R ~NOWN AS 






- REVOLUTIONARY WAR PENSION F I LE W-3407, MICAG ER FRA ZEUR -
COPIED FROM PHOTOSTAT COPIES OF PAPERS ON F I LE IN THE 
NAT IONAL ARCHIVES, WASH ING TON, D. C. 
STATE OF VIRGINIA, WAYNE COUNTY, SS. 
ON TH IS, THE 13TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1846, PERSONALLY APPEARED BE -
FORE ME THE SUBSCR IBER, SAMUEL WEBB, A JUSTICE - OF - THE- ~EACE iN AND 
FOR THE SA ID COUNT Y, SUSAN FRAZEUR, A RESIDENT OF SA ID . WAYNE COUNTY, 
AGED 89 YEARS, WHO BE ING FIRST DUL Y SWORN , ACCORDING TO LAW, DOTH ON 
HER OATH, MAKE THE FOLLOW ING DECLARAT ION IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE 
BEN EF IT OF THE PRO VISI ON MADE BY THE her Of CONGRESS PASS ED JULY 4, 
t836: THAT SHE IS THE WIDOW OF Mt CAGER FRAZ EUR, WHO WAS A REVOLUTION 
~RY PENS IONER OF THE UNITED STATES ; THAT SA ID MICAGER FRAZEUR 
LIVED IN THE COUNTY OF LAW RENCE AND STATE OF KENTUCK Y AT THE T IM E HE 
ESTABL ISHED HIS CLA IM TO A PENSION; THAT HIS PENSION CERTIFICATE WAS 
DAT ED THE 28TH DA Y OF FEBR UAR Y, t843 AND RECORDED IN THE PENS ION OF-
FIC E IN BOOK E- 2, VOL. 7, PAGE 17, AND MADE PAYABLE AT loUISVIL LE, 
KENTUCK Y, AND THAT S/1ID MIC /I.GER fRA ZEUR DIED IN S1\ ID LAWRENCE COUNT Y 
01\1 THE 9TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1843' SHE FURTHER DECLARES THAT SHE 
WA S BOR N IN THE Co uNTY CF ORMJGE, IN VI RG I f\11 A, THAT HER MA I DE N 
NAME WAS SUSAN HAMILTON, THAT WHEN SHE WAS ABO UT TWELVE YEAR S OLD SHE 
REMOVED, ~ ITH HER PARENTS, TO ~MHERST COUNT Y, VIRGINIA, THAT AT THE 
T IME OF HER MARR IAG E SHE L IV ED WITH HER PA RENTS IN ~HERST COUNTY, 
THAT SHE WAS MARR I ED IN THE CO UNTY OF AUGUSTA IN THE AFORENAMED STATE 
NSAR THE TOWN OF STAUUTON, TC THE SA ID MtCAGE R FRAZEUR BY A CLERGYMAN--
OR A MAGI STRATE, AND SHE TH INKS, BY THE NAME OF JONES, THAT ABOUT THE 
( ) T IM E OF HER MARRIAGE AFORESA ID IT WAS CUSTOMARY FOR PERSONS LIVING IN 
SA ID AMH ERST CO UNTY TO GO TO THE SAID 0 UGUSTA COUNTY TO GET MARRIED; 
( ' 
BUT WHY IT WAS SO SHE CANNOT NOW SAY. 
SHE FURTHER DECU\RES 'THAT AFTER HER MARRIAGE WITH THE S.t lD 
- , ' 
MICAGER HEi THE SAID MICAGER, SERVED SEVERAL TOURS IN THE WAR OF THE 
REVO~UTION; THAT HE WAS AT THE TAKING OF CORNWALLIS, THAT AT THE TIME 
OF THE SURRENDER OF CORNWALLIS THIS DECLARANT HAD TWO - IF NOT THREE -
cH ILDR E~; SHE FURTHER DECLARES THAT SHE WAS MARRIED TO HIM PREVIOUS 
TO HIS FIRST PE RIOD OF SERVICE IN THE WAR AFOR EIAID BUT CANNOT NOW 
NAME THE DATE AND YEAR; THAT THERE IS NO FAMILY RECORD OF SUCH MAR -
RIAGE, THAT SHE KNOWS OF NO RECORD OF SUCH MARRIAGE UNLESS THERE IS 
ONE IN SAID ~GUSTA COUNTY; THAT HER HUSBAND, THE SAID MICAGER fRA -
7E LJR, DIED IN SAID LAWRENCE COUNT Y ON THE 9TH DA Y OF NOVEMBER, 1843. 
BEFORE NAMED. FIND TH IS DEC LA RANT FURTHER S,-'\ YS THAT SA ID LAWRENCE 
COUNTY WHERE SAID MICAGER FRAZE UR DIED, IS NEARLY OPPOSITE THE 
PR ESENT RESIDENCE OF THIS DECLARANT, AND THAT EVER SINCE THE DEATH OF 
SA ID ~ ICAG ER FRA ZE UR SHE HAS REMAINED A WIDOW. 
HE R 
SUSAN X FRAZ EUR 
MARK. 
SWORN TO AND SUBSCR IB ER, THE INTERLIN EAT IONS FIRST BE ING MADE 
ON THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST BEFORE WRITTEN, BEFORE ME 
( S IGN ED) SAM 1 L WEBB, J . P. 
VIRGINIA, ~A YNE CGUNTY, TO - WIT: 
I, S fl MU EL 'i:/EB B, A JUSTICE - OF - THE - PEACE IN AND FOR SAID 
CouNTY, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I AM PERSONALLY ACQUAINTED WITH SUS AN FRA 
ZE UR THE FOR EG8 1NG DEC~RANT, THAT SHE IS A PERSON OF GOOD STANDING; AND 
IN MY OPINION HER SAID DECLARATION IS ENTITLED TO FUlL CONFIDENCE AND 
RESPECT; AND THAT, IN CONSEQU ENC E OF EXTREME OLD AGE AND INFI RM ITY, IS 





~N TEST IMONY 'NHEREOF, I HAVE HERETO SET MY HAND, THIS 
13TH DAY OF OCTOBER, t846. 
(SIGN ED) SAMUEL WEBB, J.P. 
VIRGINIA , WAYiE COUNTY, TO - WIT: 
I, HUGHA BOWEN, CLERK OF WAYNE COUNTY COURT, DO HEREBY 
C~RTIFY THAT A COURT OF LAW HELD AT THE COURT HOUSE IN THE SAID 
CouNTY ON TUESDAY, THE 13TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1846. THIS DECLARA-
T ION OF SUSA N FRAZEUR, A RESIDENT OF SAID ~AYNE COUNTY MADE ON THE 
13TH INSTANT BEFORE SAMUEL 'NEBB, A JUSTICE OF THE PEACE IN AND FOR 
SAID COUNT Y WAS PRODUCED IN OPEN COURT AND APPROVED BY THE COURT. 
/-. MD IT 1'.l. PPEAR ING TO THE SATISFACTI CN OF THE COURT THAT THE SAID SUS~iW.f 
FRAZEUR IS THE IDENT ICAL PERSON MAKING THE DECLARATION, THAT SHE IS A 
PERSON OF GOOD DEMEANOR AND IN THE OP INION OF THE COURT A COMPETENT 
WITNESS, ALL OF WH ICH WAS ORDERED TO BE CERTIFIED TO THE DEPARTM EN T OF 
'Nr'.l.R. 
AND I, HUGHA BOWEN, CLERK AS AFORESA ID, DO HEREBY FUR -
THER CERTIFY THAT SAMUEL J EBB, BEFORE 0 HOM THE FOREGOING DECLARA-
TIONWAS MADE WAS, AT THE TIME, AND ST ILL I S AN ~CTING JUSTICE -O F-T HE 
PEACE I N AND FOR SA ID COUNTY, DUL Y COMMISSIONED AND QUALIFIED, AND 
THAT FULL FAITH AND CONFIDENCE ARE DUE TO ALL HIS OFFICIAL ACTS AS 
sUCH, AND THAT THE FOREGOING SIGNATURES PURPORTING TO BE HIS, ARE 
GENUINE. 
IN TESTIMO rN '!'/HEREOF, I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY H/1.ND .A.ND AF -




STATE OF VIRGINIA, ~A YNE COUNTY, SS. 
I• HUGHA BOWEN, CLERK OF THE COUNTY COURT OF 'NA YNE AFORE-
SAfD, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT AT A COURT OF LAW HOLDEN AT THE 
COURT HOUSE IN AND FOR SAID COUNTY ON TUESDAY THE 13TH DAY OF OCTO-
BER, 1846, THAT EVIDENCE SATl ~FACTORY TO THE COURT WAS WXHIBITED TO 
SAID COURT THAT MICAGER fRAZEUR WAS A PENSIONER OF THE UNITED STATES 
AT THE RATE OF SIXTY DOLLARS PER ANNUM, WAS A RESIDENT OF THE 
Cou NTY OF LAWRENCE AND STATE OF KENTUCKY, AND DIED IN SAID LAWRENCE 
COUNTY ON THE 9TH DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1843; THAT HE LEFT A WIDOW 
WHOSE NAME IS SusAN FRAZEUR. I-ND I, HUGHA BOWEN, AS CLERK AFORESA ro 
DO HEREBY FURTHER CERTIFY THAT SAM UEL JEBB, BEFORE WHOM THE FOREGOING 
AFFlDAVIT AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF POWER OF ATTORNEY WERE MADE WAS, 
AT THE TIME, _AND STILL IS AN ACTING JUSTICE - OF - THE - PECE IN AND FOR~ 
SAID COUNTY, DULY COMMISSIONED AND QUALIFIED AS SUCH, AND THAT THE 
FOREGOING SIGNATURES, PURPORTING TO BE HIS, ARE GENUINE. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO (THE INTERLINEAT IONS 
FIRST BEING MADE) SET MY HAND AND OFFICIAL SEAL OF MY OFFICE AT 
'i'/t,YNE vOURT HOUSE THIS 15TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1846. 
l S tGNED) HUGHA BOWEN, CLERK OF ~A YNE 
COUNTY COURT. 
I CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING IS A TRUE COPY FROM THE VOUCH ER 
ON FILE IN THIS OFFICE. 
VIRGIN I A, 'NA YNE COUNTY, SS. 
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, THIRD AUDITOR 1 S 
OFFICE, ~bVEMBER 18, 1E46. PE:TER 
HAGNER, AUDITOR. 
THE DEPOSITION OF JOHN WELLMAN, A RESPECTABLE CITI ZE N OF THE 
AFORESAID COUNTY., ~}'TAKEN THIS THE 14-TH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1EA6," BEFORE 
. ·- ~ 
ME SAMUEL WEBB, THE SUBSCRIBER_,
4
_ A JUSTICE - OF -THE-PEACE IN AND FOR 
le\ 
( \ SAID CouNTY' WHO BE I NG FIRST DUL y SWORN' ACCORD I NG TO L/J..W, D'OTH ON 
HIS OATH, STATE THAT HE IS SIXTY - SEVEN YEARS OLD; THAT IN THE YEAR 
r797, OR THEREABOUT MICAGAR fRAZEUR REMOVED INTO THE COUNTY OF RUSSELL 
AND SETTLED NEAR TO THIS DECLARANT 1 S FATHER'S; AND FROM THAT TIME TO 
THE PRESENT THIS DEPONENT HAS ALWAYS RESIDED - WITHIN THREE MILES OF 
SAfD M1cAGER AND SUSAN, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF SOME FEW YEARS WHEN 
SAID MICAGER LIVED IN MISSOURI. AND THIS DEPONENT WOULD FURTHER SAY 
THAT WHEN HE FIRST BECAME ACQUAINTED WITH SAID MICAGER AND SUSAN, THEY 
THE SAID MtCAGER AND SUSAN HAD TWO - IF NOT THREE-CHILDREN MARRIED, AND 
THREE, IF NOT MORE OF THE CHILDREN OF THE SAID MICAGER AND SUSAN 
WERE OLD IER THAN TH IS DEPONENT WHEN HE FIRST KNEW TH EM. AND TH IS DE -
PONENT BELIEVES THAT SAID MICAGER AND SUSAN MUST HAVE LIVED TOGETHER 
AS MAN AND WIFE MORE THAN SEVENTY YEARS AGO; THAT SAID MICAGER AND 
SUSAN ALWtYS LIVED TOGETHER FROM THE TIME THIS DEPONENT FIRST KNEW THEM 
TO THE DAY OF THE DEATH OF THE SAID MICAGER, WHICH TOOK PLACE IN THE 
CouNTY OF LAWRENCE, IN KENTUCKY, AND WITHIN THREE M1LES OF THIS DE-
PONENT1S PRESENT RESIDENCE AS MAN AND WIFE, WERE EVER REGARDED AS 
SUCH; AND THIS DEPONENT NEVER HEARD IT DENIED NOR CONTRADICTED. 
AND THIS DEPONENT ~OULD FURTHER SAY THAT A GRANDSON OF SAID MICAGER 
AND SUSAN DIED AS A SOLDIER AT ~ORFOLK IN THE NAR OF 1812. FROM THE FORE 
GOING CIRCUMSTANCES, AND OTHERS, THIS DEPONENT IS CONFIDENT THAT 
THE SAID MICAGER AND SUSAN MUST HAVE LIVED TOGETHER AS MAN AND ~ IFE 
AT LEAST SEVENTY YEARS AGO; AND THAT SINCE THE DEATH OF THE SAID 
M1CAGER THE SAID SUSAN HAS REMAINED A WIDOW, AND FURTHER SAYETH NOT. 
(SIGNED) JOHN WELLMAN. 
IN PRESENCE OF AsA LYON • 
SWORN TO AND SUBSCRl8ED, THE INTERLINEATIONS BEING FIRST MADE, 
-5-
( 
ON THE DAY AND YEAR F IRST BEFOR E WRITTEN. 
(~IGNED) SAMUEL '11/EBB, J. P. 
VIRGINIA, W~YNE COUNTY, TO - WIT: 
1, SAMUEL WEBB, A JUSTICE- OF - THE - ~EACE I N AND FO R THE 
SAID COUNTY, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I AM PERSONALLY ACQUAINTED WITH 
JOHN HELLMA N, THE ROREGO ING DEPONENT; TH AT HE IS A MAN OD GOOD STAND-
ING AND AN ~T ING MAGISTRATE OF THE COUNTY; AND THAT HIS DEPOS IT ION 
IS ENT ITLED TO FULL CONFIDENCE AND BELIEF. IN TESTIMO NY WHEREOF, 
I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND THIS 14T H DAY OF OCTOBER, 1846. 
( S IGN ED ) SAMUEL ~ EBB, J.P. 
STATE OF VIRGINIA, CouNT Y OF WAYNE, ss. 
THE DEPOS IT ION OF JOHN THOMPSON, A RESPECTABLE CITI ZEN OF 
THE FOREGO ING COUNTY, TAKEN THIS THE 14TH DAY OF OCTOBER , 1846, 
BEFORE ME, SAMUEL dEBB, A JUSTICE - OF - THE - PEACE IN AND FOR THE SA ID 
COUNT Y WHO, BE ING F IR ST DUL Y SWORN ACCORDING TO LAW, DOTH ON HIS OATH 
STATE THAT HE IS SEVENT Y- ONE YEARS OF AGE; THAT HE WAS PER SONALLY AC-
QUAINTED WITH MICAG ER FRAZEUR , LATE OF LAWRENCE COUNTY, KENTUCK Y, AND 
WHO WAS A RE VO LUTION AR Y PENS ION ER OF THE UNITED STATES , AND WITH 
,, 
SUSA N FRAZEUR, THE WI FE, AND NOW THE ~ IDOW OF s i1D Ml CAGER; THAT 
FROM THIS DEPONENT 1 S EARLIEST RECOLLECTION HE KN EW SA ID MIC AGER AND 
S USAN; THAT NANCY, THE OLDEST CHILD OF SAID MIC AG CR AN D SUSAN WAS NEAR 
I 
TH IS DEPONENT 1 S AGE, AND NOT ~ORE THAN ONE YEARS DI FFERENCE IN THE 
AGE OF SA ID NANCY AND TH IS DEPONENT; AND TH IS DEPONENT WOULD FURTHER 
SA Y TH AT THAT FROM THE AGES OF THE ELDEST CHILDREN OF THE SA ID MtCAG ER 
AND SUS AN, \~1!.J~T ·HA VE:~·B-CEN- MARR:.1 ED:: OR . L:l v'.ED1 T.OGETH ER AS MAN AND WI FE 
MORE TH AN SEVENTY YEARS SINCE. t ND THIS DEPONENT WOULD FURTHER SAY 
T~AT FOR ABOUT FIFTY YEARS LAST, PAST, THAT HE HAS GENERALLY LIVED 
( 
NEAR TO SAID MICAGER AND SUSAN, WITH THE EXCEPTION OF SOME FEW YEARS 
WHEN THE SAID ~ ICAGER AND SUSAN LIVED IN THE STATE OF MISSOURI. 
AND THIS DEPONENT WOULD FURTHER SAY THAT A GRANDCHILD dF SAID MICAGER 
AND SUSAN AND THE SECOND CHILD OF THE AFORE - SAID NANCY DIED AT NORFOLK 
AS A SOLDIER OF THE WAR OF 18t2; THAT, FROM THE ABOVE CIRCUMSTANCES, 
~D OTHERS, THIS DEPONENT IS CONFIDENT THAT THE SAID MICAGER AND THE 
SAID SUSAN MUST HAVE LIVED AS BEFORE STAT ED MORE THAN SEVENTY YEARS AGO 
AS MAN AND WIFE. AND HE WOULD FURTHER SAY THAT FROM HIS FIRST AC -
QUAINTANCE WITH WITH THE AFORESAID MICAGER AND SUSAN THEY, THE SAID 
Ml CAGER AND SUSAN ALWAYS LIVED TOGETHER AS MAN AND WIFE AND WERE EVER 
REGRRDED AS SUCH UNTIL THE DEATH OF THE SAID Ml CAGER, WHICH TOOK PLACE 
IN LAWRENCE COUNTY, KENTUCKY A FEW YEARS SINCE, AND ABOUT FOUR MILES 
FROM THE PRESENT RESIDENCE OF THIS DEPONENT; AND THAT EVER SINCE THE 
DEATH OF THE SAID M: CAG ER AND THE SAID SUSAN HAS REMAINED A WIDOW. 
(SIGNED) 




SwOR i'J TO ANS SUB SCRIBED, THE INTERLINEATIONS OF 11 VvAS 11 AND 
SUSAN 11 AND THE ERASURES MADE BEFORE SIGN I NG, ON TH IS, THE DAY AND 
YEAR FIRST BEFORE WRITTEN, BEFORE ME, 
( ' '\ :::>tGNED) C: , ,, J p ...;AM EL :EBB, I • 
ST .l1 TE OF VIRGl~JIA, '_A/1\YNE Cou rHY, ss. 
I, SAMUEL J EBB, A JUSTICE - OF - THE- PEACE IN AND FOR SAID ~OUNTY, 
DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I AM PERSONALLY ACQU AINT ED WITH JOHN THOMPSON, 
THE FOREGOING DEPONENT, THAT HE IS A PERSON IN GOOD STANDING AND OF 
GOOD DEMEANOR, THAT HIS TESTIMONY WOULD BE HERE TAKEN IN ANY COURT, AND 
THAT FULL FAITH IS DUE TO HIS, THE FOREGOl i'iG D.E';:p t,;.SITl·OKJ, 
- 7-
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rN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND THIS 14TH 
DAY OF OCTOBER, i846. 
( ~ IGNED) SAM EL NEBB, J. P~ACE. 
STATE OF VI RG INIA, COUNTY OF 11iA YNE, ss. 
1, HUGHA BOWE N, CLERK OF THE CO UNTY COURT OF MAYNE 
COUNTY DO HERtBY CE RTIFY THAT SAMUEL WEBB, BEFO RE WHOM THE FORE-
GOING AFFl ::iAVITS WERE M~.DE, WAS AT THE TIME- AND STILL IS - AN fCT l r-. G 
JUSTICE -OF-THE-PEACE IN AND FOR SAID COUNTY, DULY COMMISSIONED AND 
QUALIFIED AS SUCH, AND THAT THE FOREGOI NG S~GN ATU RES PURPORTI NG TO OC 
H I S A R E G U~ U I NE • 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND AND AFFIXED 
MY SEAL OF OFFICE AT JA YNE COURT HOUSE THIS 15TH DAY OF CCTOBER, 
(SIGNED) HUGHA BOWEN, CLK ~.c.c. 
-o-
'IIRGl~JIP,, ·UGU ~TA Cou :HY, TO '.V IT : 
I, J ~FFERSON KINNER, CLE RK OF THE Go u NT Y CO URT AFORES AID, 
DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT I HAVE CAREFULLY EXAMINED THE RECORDS OF MY 
OFFICE FOR TH E MA 2R IAGE OF ~ ICAJ AH FRAS IER AND SUSAN Ht ~: ILTON AND 
CAN FI ND NO RE COR D OF SUCH MA RRIP,GE. I FURTH CR CERTIFY THAT THE RE .f\/!\ S 
NO RECORD OF MARR I AGES KEPT IN THIS CO UNTY PRIOR TO THE YEAR 1765, 
AND THAT WE HAVE NO MEANS, # HATSOEVER, OF ASCERT AINING MARRI AG ES CELE-
sRATED BEFORE THAT PERIOD. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO SUBSCR IB ED MY NAME 
( , AND AFF IX ED MY SEAL OF OFFICE AT STAUNTON THIS 31ST DAY OF OCTOBER, 
t846. 
. . . 
(SIG~ED) JE~FERSON KIN~ER, C~K. -





TREASURY JEPARTMENT, THIRD ~UDITOR 1 S OFFICE, ~bVEMBER 18, 1846. 
I COMPLY WITH THE REQUEST OONTAINED IN YOUR LETTER OF THE 
16TH INSTANT BY ENCLOSING H EREW ITH A COPY OF THE CERTIFICATE OF 
COURT ON FILE IN THIS OFF IC E, IN THE CASE OF M ICAG ER FRAZEUR, DE-
cEASED, LATE A PENSIONER OF THE KENTUCKY ~ GENCY, SHOWING THE PERIOD 
OF HIS DEATH. 
EDMUND F. BROWN, ESQ., 
~ASH I NGTON CITY, D. C. 
VERY RESPECTFULLY YOUR 0BT. SERVT. 
PETER HAGNER, ~UDITOR. 
-o-
Ea'UND F. B~GVN , ~ToRNEY AND GENT, ETc. 
LJ.S. /~GEf\lCY, °"f'!OTAR l ;~.L A;m Col,1iv11SSIONER (~S OFF ICE, 
' 'J,'\SH I NGTOf'J S I TY, I 9TI--I \:OVR., I 246. 
I. L. EDWARDS, ESQ. , 
CoMMR, OF PENS IONS, 
HERE'..'ITH I Ef-JCLOSE THE CL/\lfA OF S uS ., f\J F RA ZEUR, OF '/AYf\JE 
C0ur•JTY, \/IRGl~JIA, ',,'/IDO ,'/ OF [V: IC,'\GER, ".'HO CL/I.IMS A PENSIO[\! UfJDEi< CT OF 
1843 AND lt/14, ,'\[\JD '.''/HOSE P/\PERS ·.: ILi.. l TRUST, 3E FOUf\JD SATIDF /. CTORY. 
VER Y RESPECTFULL Y YR, 0BT. Sr., 
(31GNED) EDM, P. BROWN. 
- 0-
s T ,I\ T E OF I I I R G I f,j I A , 1/ A y NE CO u NT y, ss : 
ON THIS 12TH DAY OF .'-\ UGU ST, 1848 , PERSON ,\ LLY APPEARED BEFORE 
ME SAMUEL ' '/EBB, A JUSTICE_-OF-THE- PE/'\CE I!~ AND FOR THE COUNT Y 
-9-
/ c· AF J RESAID, SuSAN FRAZEUR, AGED 95 YEARS WHO BEING FIRST DULY SWORN,/ 
( 
ACCORDING ~0 LAW, DOTH ON HER OATH MAKE THE FOLLOWING DECL ARATION 
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE BENEFITS OF THE PR0VISIO ,\J MADE BY THE ,\CT OF 
CONGRESS PASSED ON THE 2ND DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1848 GRANTING PENSIONS 
TO WIDOWS OF PERSONS WHO SERVED DURl~G THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, THAT 
SHE IS THE Wl ~OW OF MICAGER FRA ZEUR, ~ HO WAS A REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER 
AND A PENSIONER OF THE UNITED STAT ES; AND THAT AS HIS WIDOW SHE HAS 
DRAWN A PENS ION UNDER THE SEVERAL -~-CTS OF CONGRESS AT TH C RiHE OF 
SIXTY DOLLARS PE~ ANNUM. 
SHE FURTHER DECLARES THAT SHE IS STILL A WIDOW. 
HER 
SUSAN X FRA ZEUR 
MARK. 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIB ED TO ON THE DAY AND YE AR ABOVE ~RITTEN, BEFORE 
ME. 
( S IGN ED) SAMUEL NEBB, J. PEACE. 
I FURTHE~OR~ CERJl~Y THAT MRS. SUSAN FRAZEUR ABOVE NAMED, WHO 
IS PERS ONALLY KN 0~N TO ME AN D THAT SHE IS THE l~ENTICAL INDIVIDUAL 
WHO DR~N A PENSION, AS STATED BE HER IN HER AB OVE DECLARATION. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND THIS 12TH DAY OF '.\ UGUST, 1848. 
(SIGNED} SAMUEL lf/ EBB, J. f_EAfL 
-o-
STAT E OF ~IRGINIA, YAYNE CouNTY, SS~ 
I, HUGHA 30WEN, CLERK OF THE COURT OF NAYN E COUNTY, DO 
CERTIFY THAT SAMUEL WEB B IS A MAGISTRAT E, AS ABOVE, AND THAT 
THE FOREGOING SIGN.O.TU RE S PURP ORTING TO BE 111S, Af<E GENUINE. 
IN TESTl~0NY WHEREOF I HAVE HEREUNTO AFFIXED MY SEAL OF Or~ 
FICE AND SUBSCRIBED MY NAME, THIS t2TH DAY OF SEPTEMBER, 1848. 





RICHMOND, VA . , SEPT. 28, 1848. 
ENCLOSED IS THE DECLARAT ION OF MRs.SusAN FRAZEUR, WIDOW 
OF MICA GER FR AZEUR, FOR A CONTINUATION OF PENS ION UN DE R ~CT OF 
2ND FEBRUARY, 1848. 
( ~ IGN ED) 
VER~ RESPECTFULLY 
YR OsT. Svr•, 
SUTTON & SouTHALL. 
I . L. Enw:,RDS, EsQ., 
COMM. OF PENS ION S, 
NASH IN GTON CIT Y, D. C. 
RIC HMOND, VA. 
SEP. 29. 
I. L. EDWARDS' ESQ., 
COMMR. OF PENS IONS, 





F R A S H E R 
BY 
FA M I L Y. 
ELDER D. K. FRASHER. 
1923 






I NTRODUCT 10~! 
THIS PAMPHLET WAS WRITTEN BYE.DER D. K. FRASHER lN 
THE FACTS WHICH HE HAD COL~ECTED THROUGH MANY YEARS AND 
HAVING BEEN THOR OUGHLY ACQUAINTED WITH THE FOREFATHERS OF 
THE FRASHER GENERAT ION AND ALL THEIR RELATION, AND FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF THE YOUNGE R MEMBERS OF THIS FAM ILY. THE WRITER, 
WHO IS E~~ER ING INTO EIGHTY WROTE TH IS BR I EF HISTORY. 
-2-
HI STORY OF THE FRASHER F /\MIL Y. 
By ELDER D. K. FRASHER. 
CHAPTER I. 
BEGINNING WITH McCAGER FRASHER AND FAMILY, WHO CAME FROM 
80TTO NTOT, VIRGINIA, TO THE WATERS OF SAND Y RIVER AND SETTLED 
IN LOUISA, KENTUCKY, lf\l THE ~TATE OF 'NEST VIRGINIA IN THE YEAR, 
OR NEAR 1800 ■ MCCAGER FRASHER WAS BORN IN THE YEAR 1736 AND DIED 
IN 18.43, BEING 107 YEA.RS OF AGE ■ HE M.I\RR IED SUKA HAMILTON, WH O 
WAS BOR N IN 1740 AND DIED IN t852, BE IN G 112 YEARS OF AGE. 
TH:::RE W>::: RE BORN UNTO McCAGER AND HIS WIFE TWELVE CHILDREN, 
SIX BO YS AND S IX GIRLS, VIZ: LEWIS, ~ I LL IAM, HASTON, JOHN, Mc-
CAGER, GEORGE; ~JANC Y, SARP,H , POLLY, STJ\C Y, BETTY AND \/ ir-JA. LEWIS, 
THE ELDEST SON, M~RRIED [L IZABETH GR IFFE RATCLIFFE, AND THERE WE~ 
BORN UNTO THEM SEVEN CHILDREN, THE BOYS, VI Z: JOHN, JESSE, EL I, 
McCAGER. JOHN, THE ELDEST, WAS MARRIED TO MAR Y ~ ELLMA N, THE 
DAUGHTER OF JOHN AND N.6, NCY 'NELLMMJ. TH ERE VI ERE BORN UNT O THEM 
SE VEt,J BOYS .'- ND FOUR GIRLS: LL I ZABETH, f·!ANCY. SAf~A H, AND M/,ND Y; 
~>ONS, LEWIS, EL ISH/1., NATHP\f'-J, SAM UEL, ZATTOq ~UNNELLS, '\1 ILLltdvl AND 
JOHN. I DON 1 KI\JOV/ \V HO THE OTHER THREE MARRIED. I DON 1 T KNOW BUT 
CAPTAIN CB OR OL IVER FRAZER , OF RICH CREEK WAS A SON OF McCAGER --
FRAZ IER. PEGGY FRAZ I ER MA RRI ED PETER HOOSIER, AND THE OTHER MAR-
RIED SHELTON PARKS. 
CHAPTER I I, 
0FFSPRINGS OF WILLIAM FRAZIER. 
'~ILLIAM FRASHER , THE GRANDFATHER OF THE WR IT ER, D.K.FRASHER, 




WH O M,-'\RRIED JOHN i/ELLMAf\J, WHO WAS THE FATHER QF JAMES '\/ELLMAN, ROB-
ERT .";1ELLMAN, D,W ID '.:'/ELLMAN, SAMUEL 'N :~ LLMAN, JEREMIAH, EL I SHA WELL-
l'vlAN; DAUGHTERS, [LIZABETH, MARY, KIZZA, R,l\lNA, ·,\/ELLMA N. 
1HE CHILDREN OF }} ILLIAM FRASHER AND HIS WIFE, WHO WAS NICK-NMA-
ED DOLLY,WERE AS FOLLOj\WS: SEVEN SONS, SAMUEL, CREED, JOHN, MARTIN, 
BURON, WtLL IAM, CUSHINGTON; AND FOUR GIRLS! JANE, MINERVA, CAROLINE 
AND NANCY· SAMUEL FRASHER, THE FATHER OF THDE WRITER, WAS BORN 
THE SECOND DAY OF DECEMBER, t8t2, MARRIED TO PERLINA BARTRAM IN 
1833 , AND DIED l~I t892 ■ PERALINA ::\L/l.FAIR, HIS WIFE, WAS BORN IN 
181 8, DIED MAY eo, 1853, BEING THE MOTHER OF FIVE CHILDREN, VIZ: 
MINERVA, JOHN, WILLIAM, D.K. AND JAM ES FRASHER ■ ~INERVA WAS BORN 
IN t 834 AND WAS MARRIED TO ELIJAH MA 'l'Nfl.RD IN 1855. El.lJAH, HER HUS-
BAND, WAS BORN IM 1829 AND DIED NOVEMBER t896. THEY WERE THE MOTHER N 
AND FATHER OF ELEVEN CHILDREN, VIZ: WILLIAM, DOLLY, FRANCES, CHARL~S 
TENNESSEE, PERLINA, SAMUEL, LARKIN, LUCY HAMPTON, JENNIE, AND SARAH. 
'NILL(M,,J, THE ELDEST, WAS BORN IN lc156 AND WAS MARRIED TWICE ■ HIS XJlK 
FIRST WIFE WAS LJNE MARCUM, THE DAUGHTER OF STEPHEN MARCUM. SHE 
wAS THE ~OTHER OF ONE SON WHOSE NAME WAS THOMAS, HIS SECOND WIFE 
WA.S THE DAUGHTER OF ;•::1LLl/1rvi C,'\SS1\DY, AND THERE WAS BORN UNTO THD1 
CNE SON, AND THEY CALLED HIM NALTER. 
CHARLES, IENNESSEE, AND FRANCES DIED WH ILE QUITE YOUNG. PERLl~JA 
~.".ARRI ED LINZA [, .. AY~lARD, THE SON CF CHARLES MAYNA,RD, SHE WAS BCRN tt\60. 
SAM UEL ~AYN~RD WAS BORN IN 1862 AND MARRIED SARAH f NN BARTRAM, THE 
l.J/\UGHTER OF CAPT. '!\' . H. BA.RT RAM AND Ml NERVA RATCLIFFE ■ HIS 'v\' I FE BORE 
FOMR CHILDREN: BESS IE, LIZZIE, JANE, DOLLY, HAMPTON. 
LARKIN M. MARRIED EMILINE FRASHER, AND TO THEM WERE BORN SIX 
l CHILDREN GEORGE, HENRY, TAYLOR, LUCY, PERLINA, 
LUCY MARRIED GEORGE MCREYNOLDS. SHE WAS BORN IN t868. THEY 
--4-
( 
WERE THE MO THER AND FATHER OF THREE CHILDREN, ALL BOYS, VI Z: 
LARKIN, CHARLES AND EL IJAH. LARKIN MARRIED FLORA BROWN; CHARLEY 
i\/lARr~ I ED ")OLA GRAHAM, AND EL I JAH MARR I ED EL I SA BETH HAM/,;: ONDS, THE 
DAUGHTER OF JOHN HAMMCNDS. 
HAMILTON MAYNARD WAS BORN AUGUST 9;: 1 1870, AND MARRIED ELISABETH 
SAMMONS, THE DAUGHTER OF OLIVER S!.\MMONS, AND THERE WAS BORN UNTO THEM 
SEVEN CHILDREN, VI Z: RUSSELL, SAMUEL, FRANCIS, WILLIAM, AL VAS, 
ANNE, LUCY, AND PERLINA• FRANCIS MA RRIED JOHN HAMMONDS, THE SON OF 
JOHN HAMMONDS, THE BROTHER - IN- LAW TO EL I JAH MCREYNOLDS, JEN >: IE MAY N.ARD 
TWO 
MAi-rn I ED :-zOSCOE RATCL IFFE, AND THERE WERE BO RN UNTO THEMX&K't<KM/\CH I LDf~EN 
WILLIAM DAVID AND MINERVA' ~ HE MARRIED CARMAN PETERS, THE SON OF 
CHARLES 8. PETERS, ~ ILLIAM MARRIED THE DAUGHTER OF CHARLES 8. PETERS 
AND DIED, LEAVING HIS WIFE AND TWO CHILD REN, 
CHAPTER I I I. 
THE 0FFSPRINGS OF 1 1LLIAM FRASHER, 
'NILLIAM D. FRASHER WAS BORN JANU/\RY, lcl38, AND MARRIED FALLY 0. 
RATCL IFFE, THE DAUGHTER OF S2 UIRE RATCL IFFE, WHO 'WAS A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN THE LEGI SLATURE IN 1861, FALLY, THE WIFE OF ~ ILLIAM D.FRAS HER 
WAS BOR N :,PRIL, 1(40 , ,e1 ND SHE WAS THE MCTHER OF NINE CHILD~~EN,VIZ: 
tvi,/\NE RVl\ , '.)ARAH :~. NN, ,JAMES, 'N ILLIAtv., r oLLY, JENNIE, LINE, RACHEL, 
~ou PND EL ISABETH. MANERV~ MA RR IED ) NDREW BRANH fM , AND UNT O THEM 
WERE BCRN TEN CHILD ~EN, VI Z: ELMER, J AMES , FR ANK, ~RTHUR, J ILLIAM, DREW, 
SP..M Doc1<, ROSCOE ; GIRLS: ~}AR Y Mr'\RR IED iv1M;T FRASHER, FANNY Mi\ RRIED ELDER 
SAMUEL MlW NARD; TC,JN IE M,I\RR I ED FRAi~K YORK. 
JAMES FRASHER Ml\ RR I ED JENN IE MAYNARD, FI VE CH I LOREN WE RE ,.'8(' RN '.:"') 
To THEM, TV/0 BOYS AND THREE GIRLS, viz: EDWARD A~D )/ALTER, .~LICE, 
( STELLA AND GUSSIE. 





'~ ILLIAM FRA SHER WAS BO RN IN TH E YEA R OF 1866 AND WAS MARRIED 
TO MAR Y - ANE MARCUM, THE DAUGHTER OF STEP HEN AND N ANCY MARCUM. 
I 
EL ISAB ET H WA : BORN IN THE YE AR OF 1868 AND WAS MARRIED TO 
YARVEL -ELK I NS• Lou ',NAS M.C1RR f ED TO ROSCOE M.'. YN .r· RD, A SON OF LEW-S 
IS MAYNARD, AND J ENN IE LJNE MA.R RIE ;J G1\ RRETT R/\TC :._ IFFE, THE SON Of 
~LBERT RATC LIFFE. 
- CHAPT~R FOUR -
D. K. FRASHER WAS BORN FEBR UARY 22, 1840, AND AS MA RRIED TO 
ELISABETH NAPIER ON .~PR IL 4, t867. UNTO THEM WERE BOR N FOUR DAU-
GHTERS , SUSAN, PERLINA A. , UNE AND Mt~ERVA. [L ISAB ETH NAPI ER 
'NAS BORN FEBRUP,R Y IO, I 852 • SUS .,\ N WAS BORN MARC H 27, I 068 A~ ':XK 
WAS AND WAS M' RRIED TO SHADE NAPIER IN 1884; AND SHADE NAPIER 
WAS BORN FEB. I, 1865° PERL I NA A. FRASHER WAS BORN MARC H 6, 1870 
AND WAS M1-\RR I ED TO 'EzEKIAL rLU T Y IN 1884, AND DIED IN 1825. THE 
CHI LC . EN OF SHADE AND SUS AN , HIS NIFE, ARE AS FOLLOWS: LJNE, THE 
ELDEST, WAS BORN I~ tf86; DEL LA B~ RN 1887 AN D MARRIED 1ALTER GRAY 
KID~. DAVID FRASHER NAPIER BORN IN 1690 AND WAS MARRIED TO HANNAH 
~DKINS. THEY HAVE TWO CHI ODREN , ~NNA MA Y AND 0 AV!D HAROLD. JEN -
NIE ~AP IE R WAS BORN 1692 AND MARR I ED JO SEPH KIDD. ~AR Y NAP IER 
wAS BORN I N lb9 5 AND WAS MARR I ED TO ONEY FRY. ADR I AN NAPIER 
WAS BORN 1908. ~OW\ RD NAP I ER WAS BORN 1913. 
- CH .L.\PTER V-
JAMES FRASHER WAS BORN OCTOBE R 10, 1842 , AND DIED IN Juuv 
t920 . HE WAS F IRST MARRIED TO MARTHA BRANHAM, AND TO THEM WERE 
BORN FOUR CHILDREN: DAVID OL IV ER, SAMUEL, TENNA, AND JENNIE. DAVID 
OLIVER WAS BORN J AN UAR Y 1868 AND MARRIED Lou ELLLA RATCLIFFE, THE 
DAUGHTE~ -OF ALBERT AND DICY RATCLIFFE, HIS WfFE • 




THERE WERE BORN UNTO THEM T~O BOYS AND THREE GIRLS, VI Z: AN NA 
~UTH, LEETHY, REBA, AND J ESSE , ~ ILLIAM SAMUEL. 
CHILDREN BORN TO JAMES FRASHER AND WIFE, AS FOLLOW: TEN NIE 
wAS BORN IN 1~70 AND MARRIED SAMUEL LOVINGS, AND THERE WAS BORN 
uN TO THEM FOUR CHILDREN, AND SHE DIED, VI Z: GUSSIE, EL ISABETH, XX 
JAMES AND BRISA• SAMUEL FRASHER WAS MARRIED TO MANERVA FITZPAT-
RICK, THE DAUGHTER OF ULYSS ES AND (L IZABETH, HIS WIFE, AND FO UR 
CHILDREN, VI Z: M~RY, LUCY, ISAAC AND CHARLES. JENNIE DIED ~HEN 
SHE WAS 12 YEARS OF AGE. 
To J AMES AND ARSULA, HIS SECOND WIFE, THERE WERE BORN 
THREE CHILD REN, VI Z: JAMES ~ . GAR ~ I ELD, ETTA AND VICTORY. 
JAM ES ~ . GARFIELD WAS BORN 1882. VICTORY WAS BORN 1884, AND 
MARR IED DANIEL MA YNARD, A SON OF LEWIS MA YN ARD. ETTA WAS BORN IN 
1686, AND MARR IED l l LL IA~ RATCLIFFE, THE SON OF ALBERT RAT-
cLIFFE. 
- CH ::. PTEf~ VI -
THE CFFSPR lf\lGS OF SAMUEL FRASHER,SR. BY '.:JECOND '.1 1F E. 
::3 A'.~1 UEL FR.t-. ~HER, SR. \'/AS :.:ARR I ED THE SECOND TIME TO CHR IS -
TINE NAPIER, THE DAUGHTER OF MOSES AND VICY NAP IER, fHERE ~ERE BORN 
U/\JT O THEM FIVE CHILDREN, FOUR BOYS ,; ND NE GIRL. LbC TOR S.~.FRASHER 
WAS BORN IN MA RCH, 1E57 AN~ WAS MARR I ED TO FA NNIE~. BA RTRAM IN 
IN 1883, HI S WIF E ~AS THE Dt UGHTER OF CAPTA I~ BARTRAM AND MA NERVA, 
HIS WIFE. ~IX BOYS AN ~ T~O GIRLS WERE BRON UNTO THEM, VI Z: NADA, 
CHESTER, RUSH, FMJNY, 5.Z.FRA.2:1-IER \i'.mJT, '}ILLIAM AND LABAN 
FRAZ IER• 
JOHN~, FRA Z IER WAS THE SECOND ON OF SAMUEL AND CHRIS-
TINA, HIS NIFE. HE WAS BORN IN 186 1, AND WAS MA RRI ED TO DELPHA 
-
"CHE Dt, LJGHTER OF JOI-HJ HN:1iv10NDS AND DELPH I/;,, H.:\ f..fa10NDS, HIS 
WIFE. THEY HAD ONE DAUGHTER, MAX I E TA YLOR FRA Z IER. 
C \'.ONT FRASHER' THE s ECOND SO~J OF SAMU EL FR ASHER BY HI s 
( 
SECOND '.JI FE, 'HAS MA RRI ED TO EFF I E lJoBB INS, ,\ ND TO THEM WERE 
gORN TWO CHILDREN, SAMUEL AND PROCTOR, ~FTER EFF IE DIED, HE MAR-
RIED MARY FANN IN, THE DAUGHTER OF MICHA EL FANNIE. UNTO THEM WERE 
sOR N TEN CHILDREN, VI Z: ROSA, JOHN, FRANK, NELLA, RUBY, CLIFFORD, 
:_ DIXI E, OPAL, M,'\RV, AND ~JORM A. 
~RANK FRASHER WA S THE LAST SON OF SAMUEL FRASHERf AND HE 
MARR I ED OLL I E F ITZPATRICK, THE DAUGHTER OF STROTHER FITZPATRICK, AND 
THERE WERE BORN UNTO THEM TWO GIRLS --HAZ EL AND DOLLY. 
ROSE BELLE FRASHER WA S BORN I N 1877 ~HE WAS MARR I ED TO 
SoL~MON HALL, .l\r\JD THERE WE RE BORN T~ THEM S IX CHILD REN: GOLD /I, , 
St-d'vlUEL, T I N,\ , HO OVER, i!ONT, AND JOHN, \ 'OfH ;) I ED P~ THE YE.I\R OF 
1922. 
THE 0FFSPR I NGS OF JOHN FRASHER, SON OF ~ I LL IAM FRA SHER,SR. 
JOH N FRASHER, A SON OF ~I LL IAM FRASHER, WAS BORN 16 15, HE 
MARR I ED ::)-R/\H '!ELL MAN THE DA UGHTER OF J AMES '!ELL:'v1AN, AND THERE 
WERE 30RN UNTO TH EM SEVEN CHILD ~EN, VI Z : CAROL INA FRASHER WAS 
gORN 1243 AND M' RRI ED A IHOMPSON, CORNEL IU S WA S BORN t t45 AND M'-R 
RI ED SA RAH ) ELLVAN, THE DAUGHT~R OF ROBERT 1 ELLMAN, PERMEL I A MARR I ED 
SURL ·-'-i KERS, A s~.PT IST Ml i·llSTER• Lou MA :;:R t :::D /1. THOMPSON; ~J/d~CY MAR-
RI ED A CRABTR EE. J AMES MARR I ED A DAUGHTER OF J ~MES FKRGUSON, 3 ELL IS 
~OT M.'\RR l '.:: D, 
-CHAPT':R VI 11 - . 
THE 0FFSPR I NGS OF MA RTIN FRASHER, SON OF N tLLIAM, SR. 
MARTIN FRASHER WA BORN 18 19, AND MA RRIED STAC Y, THE DAUGHTER 
OF :.3 ,'\MUEL AND POLL. Y '/EBB· THERE Wi:: RE BORN Uf'JTO THEM THE FOLL. >:'J lf\J G 
( 
CHILDREN: .._) ;\ NE, BORN l i:343 MA ~ RIED G ILSON BLANTON ,!\ND TO THEM WAS 
C 1 8 oRN c r\lE CH I LD, AND THEY c.u. LLED ITS NAME "CORA ~AMUEL" . THE NEXT SO N 
OF \ 'AR T I N WAS BORN I c45, .A.ND HE M.A.R R I ED MA RTHA, THE DAUG HTER OF REUBEN 
)Dl<INS• CH'-RITY, THE f\lEXT, M/.,RRIED SAMUEL R,!\TCL IFFE. sr ~:OTHER 
MARRIED A NE LLS, THEODORE MARRIED A DAUGHTER OF MARCUS HODGE. ALSO 
BILLE AND FRANCES. 
CHAPTER IX -
BUREN FRASHER WAS BORN 1~52 NND MARR I ED EL ISAB ETH ~ULL I -
VAN. T H :: RE ·! ERE BORN UNTO THEM FOUR CHILD c; EN, VIZ: MARY, JAMES, 
!DA, AND BELLE, 
- CH ,2-, PTER X -
THE OFFSPRING OF N ILLIAM FRASHER, SON OF 1 1LLIAM. 
',\' I LL I J.\ i.1 F°RASHER, JR. '/! AS BOR/~ t8]Q AND ivL', RRIED i\/i/\RGARET i\JA -
PIER, D AUGHTER OF k OSES AND V ICY NAPIER. THERE ~E RE BORN UNTO 
rHEM SEVEN CHILD F~E N VI Z: CUSGl 1~GTON You ;·~GA, '/ ILLIAM, JOHN, AND 
\ 10SES, N1\NCY ,l\ND LAURA. CUSH I NGTON M.-\ RR I ED ELLEN NOE, THE D,i\UG HTER 
oF ~MUEL .<\ND l'!ANCV MoE; YOUNG " M.ARR I ED I Rt1.-1A ,':\ DK I NS, THE Dt, UGHT-
ER OF MA NY ~ DKINS; \~ ILLI A~ FRAZ IER M ~R RIED ELLA A DKINS, THE DAUGHT-
ER OF TILLMAN ADK INS; JOHN FRAZ I ER M ;R RI ED S USAN NAPIER, THE 
D ft.UGHT ER OF THO\ :AS MJD THURZA~ 
CY MA ~RI ED HENRY MAYN ~RD. 
L.n_u R [· . M. r;z RI ED JAC OB ,DK I NS; ~-l ' N-
- CH .. \PT~? XI -
~ USHINGTON Z ATTOO FRASHER WAS BORN IN 1833, AND WAS MAR-
RIED TO ~L I Z ABETH ~ DKINS NAP I ER, THEE WERE BORN UNT O THEM FIVE 
CHILDREN: .'iAYNE, [MEL IN E, tv:ART li~, TAYLOR Af'JD r~AR Y, NAYNE, THE ELD-
EST WAS BORN IN 1867 t ND WAS MARRI ED TO CORDEL IA HARGIS. MARTIN FRA -
Z IER WAS BORN 187 1 AND WAS MAR RI ED TO ~A RY BRANHAM, THE DAUGHT ER OF 
hNDREN 8RANH .;M, AND UNTO THEM WE RE BORN N ILLIAM,NELLIE, EMELINE 
( 
( 
FLORENCE, L INZY, DREW,FLOYD, HENRY AND MART. 
f /1 YLOR FRA :•." I ER WAS BOR N IN I 074 , AND WAS M/1R RI ED TO FLOR-
ENCE DER I F IELD, DA UGHTER OF NILL IA M CAM DER lFI ELD. THERE WER E BORN 
uNTO TH EM SEVEN CH I LDRE!Nl , VI z : MI LLARD ' Roy ,!.\ [\JD BR I SY, J I LL I AM 
CAM, ~ AYNE, D.K. AND BESS I E. NAR Y FRAZ IER WAS BORN 1876 , NOT 
MARRIED• EMEL IN E WAS BOR N 1873, AND WAS MARR I ED TWICE, HER LAST 
'--
HU SBAND BE I NG LI NZEY S AMMONS. BORN , ONE BOY, CL IFFORD , 
- CHAPTER X 11 -
JOHN FRAS HER, A DAUG HTER OF WILLI AM, ~ R. WAS BO RN IN t o lU, 
AND M~RR l ~D J AMES 9ARTRAM I N IN 1833; AND HE WAS BO RN I~ l o t3. 
THERE '-.VERE BORN UNTO THEM SEVGJ CH ILDRE N, VIZ; THE E: LDE ST, .'f lLL-
I AM HENR Y, SA2 1LDA, J AMES HAR VEY, DAV ID KE LLY, S ARAHF~~ NCIS, SAMUEL 
Z. JOH N ALLE N, AND LINZE Y. ~ ILLI •M HENR Y WAS BOR N IN 1834, AND WAS 
M,I.\Rf\ l ED TO MA NEi~ VA R,t,,TCL IFF E l f•J 1858 . THERE .!ERE CHILDREN BOR N UNTO 
THE~, A~ FOL LO~S : J ENN IE, 0 t LL lAM DA VID, FANN I E ELLEN, SRAH ~NN; 
THE NEXT THR EE DI ED WHEN YOUNG . ::;i;\RP,H FR.:-d\JC ES WAS BOR N I :\J I t:4-3 , AND 
WAS MAR RIED TO L.G.CHATF I ELD lo THEM WERE 30RNTRR 8R CH ILDREN--EARL, 
GEORG IA CYRU S. LIN ZE Y 3 ARTRAM WA S BORN 1855, AND WAS MARRI ED TO CAR-
RIE HATT EN, ! NIJ DI ED _I IIJ 19 19. To THEM WERE BORN FOUf~ CHI LD::;:E N: 











MANER VA FRASHER WAS BORN 1822, AND WAS MARRI ED TO ELISHA 
'.'/ELLMAN I \J I t:\39. THERE ':'/ERE BORN UNTO THEM 12 CH I LDREN, VI Z: 
NI NE BOYS 1\ ND THREE GIRLS: 'li lO.L. I 1\M, THE ELDEST, JOHN SAMUEL, 
JAM ES HARVEY, JERRY, ROBERT, DAVID, BUREN, ELISHA, NANCY JAN E, 
JOSEPHINE AND MALISSA. 
'N ILLIAM WAS BORN IN 1840, AND WAS MARRIED TO A DAWSON IN 
1836, ,ti.ND Uf\lTO THEM TH I LD,~EN WERE BORN. JOHN WAS BORN 1844 
Af\lD V</AS M,c1RR I ED TO A CRABTREE. SAMUEL W.A.S BOR N t 844 , AND WAS MAR 
RI ED TO MAND Y SLATE R. JAMES HARVEY WAS BORN t 846, .AND WAS MAR.-
RI EE TO A ROBERTSON; THERE WERE CHILDREN BORN UNTO THEM. JERRY 
I 
WAS BORN 184~, AND WAS B@RRIED TO A CAMPBELL. NANCY JANE ~AS BORN 
t 842, AND v\lAS MARR I ED TO ~AMUEL. CRABTREE. JOSEPH I NE WAS MARR I ED 
TO .A. CA \ 1PBELL. EL I SHA WAS M.:, RR I ED TO A BURCHETT. 
THE .A.GES. 
- CH.~PT~R XIV-
DO NOT KNOW 
CAROL t NE FRASHER WAS BORN 1827, AND WAS MARRIED TO 8.F. 
MART IN, NtK - NAMED 11 PO MP 11 • THERE WAS BORN UNTO THEM THO BOYS 
AND FO UR GI RLS, VI Z: NANCY JANE, ELISABETH, BELLE, AND LlOLLY, 
EL ISH A AND CHARLE Y• NANC Y JANE WAS MARRIED TO CHARLEY FORTUNE ; 
ELtSABETH WAS M~RRl~ D TO lRVIN BON IAN; DOLLY WAS MARRIED TO NI LL-
IAM ~ELLARD; lL I SHA WAS BORN IN MAY, 1853, AND WAS MARRIED TO 
~ ANERVA HA MMONDS, THE DAUGHTER OF JOHN H~MMONDS, AND UNTO THEM 
\'JERE BORN THR:::E BOYS; CHARLE Y, ';VILLIAM AND ::icOTT, CHARLE Y, THE 
ELDEST, MARR I ED EL ISA BETH SAMMONS, THE DAUGHTER OF JO SH S AM-
MONS, 'J ILLIAM MARRIED SARAH DEARF I ELD, THE DAUGHTER OF ] I LL-
IAM CAM DEARF I ELD. SCOTT DIED IN 1922. 
- CH.4PTER XV -




1838, AND WAS Mt\RR I ED TO GEORGE RATCLIFFE IN t859, OR 1860. 
THERE WAS BORN UNTO THEM OBE DAUGHTER, NAMED JENNIE, NHO WAS MARRIED 
TO 1 tLLIAM CA MPBELL; ALSO A SON. 
HASTEN FRASHER, LI. SON OF McCAGER, ~R. WAS MARRIED TO BASHA 
BERRY, AND UNTO THEM NINE BOYS AND THREE GIRLS WERE BORN,VIZ: 
JOH !'J, THE ELDEST, l"IILLIAM, HARVEY, IRVIN, SAMUEL, HARMON, .\N-
oREW, GR ANVILLE, AND NATHAN. GIRLS" ELIZABETH, MAR INDA, AND 
MINER VA, JOHN, THE ELDEST , WAS BORN IN 18 19, AND WAS MARRIED 
TO JANE FARR IS; AND UNTO THEM WERE BORN TEN BOYS AND T~O GIRLS, 
OF WHOM I HAVE SEEN HARVEY, JANE AND COLL Y, 
MANY MORE. 
DON 'T KNOW HOW 
~ I LL IAM FRASHER WAS BORN IN 182 1, AND WAS MARR I ED TO MA NDY 
''IELLMAM, AND UNTO THEM WERE BORN JAMES .',LLEN, SAMUEL, 'Vt LLIAl11, 
AND LA FAYETTE, SAMUEL FRASHER WAS THE FATHER OF FRED , WHO MARR I ED 
':/ ILD /-i. PR ICH ARD. 
[ LISABETH FRASHE ~ WAS BORN I~ 1822 , AND WAS MARRIED TO MAR-
CUS HODGE, IRVIN FRASHER WAS BORN II~ l c2t.~ AND WAS M.LI.RRI ED TO A 
3ERRY, H~RVEY FRASHER WAS BORN IN 1826 AND WAS MARRIED TO MARY 
J ANE NAPIER, THE DAUGHTER OF ' ~SES NAPIER, TO WHO M WERE BORN FIVE 
CHILDREN, VI Z: JI MERSON, ~ LBERT, MARTHA ELLEN, JENNIE AN ~ 
NANC Y JANE, MARTHA ELLEN WAS MARR I ED TO NEHEM IA F I NLE Y AND THERE 
WERE BORN UNTO THEM S IX BOYS AND THREE GIRLS: h LBERT, HARVEY, 
GE ORGE, LAURENCE, FRANK AND GOLDENj ~1  A RY J r'\ N E , ORA, '.:A RAH ELI S-
A BETH• ·-LBERT MARR I ED RACH EL GUEENj HARVEY ivl.~R RI ED BELLE 





DO NOT K\JO ,/ WHO M THE OTHERS M/1RR I ED. JI .ViMERSO N FRASHER M,i\RR I ED 
VICY NAPIER; ~LBERT FRASHER M, RRIED VICY ADKINS. 
::i,ll./\1UEL FRASHER WAS. BORN IN 1828 , AND WAS MARR I ED TO A 
CRABTREE. HARMON WAS BORN IN 1830 .. MAR INDA FRASHER WAS BORN IN 
1832, AND MARRIED SOLOMON CRABTREE. MANERVA FRASHER WAS BORN IN 
1834. ~NDERVILLE FRASHER WAS BORN IN 1836; GRANVILLE FRASHER 
WAS BORN IN I C538; N•' THAN WAS BORN l(N 1840. 
CHJ~.PTER XV I -
JOHN FRASHER, A SON OF ~CCAGER, SR., WENT TO MI SSOUR I; 
DON'T KNOW .\N Y MORE OF HIM, # HETHER HE OR ~CCAGER WAS EITHER MARR-
1ED, OR NOT. 
- CH1\PTER XV I I I -
GEORGE FRASHER, ANOTHER SON OF MCCAGER WAS MA RRIED TO CHAR-
LOTTE MELLS, AND UNTO THEM WERE BORN SIX SONS AND THREE DAUGHT-
ERS: GRANV ILLE, JOHN, JAMES CALVIN, GENERAL, GEORGE, AND AND Y. 
G IRLS: S.t1RAH, jJSAN AND Lou. l DO NOT KNOW THEIR AGES, NOR WHOM 
THEY ALL MARRIED. J A~ES CALVIN WAS MARRIED T~ICE: HIS FIRST WIFE 
WAS /\ lH0~.1PSON, Sr EPH EN I S DAUGHTER. ONE SON WAS BORN U"'HO TH EM 
WHOSE NAME WAS TAYLOR. HIS SECOND '. VIFE WAS THE WIDO~ ~ CGUIRE AND UN 
TO TH G'. 1:\/ER E BORN T'NO SONS: .~ L.EX. AND FRED. SARAH Mf-. RR I ~D LEV I 
JARRELL. s us ~N MARR IED 9. HA TF I ELD AND Lou MARR I ED JOHNSON 
HATFIELD, AN~ GEORGE MARR IED A HATFI ELD. 
-Cl+~.PTER XIX-
NANC Y FRASHER WAS MARRIED TO WILLIAM ~DAMS, AND UNTO THEM 
WERE BORN TWO SONS, NATHAN AND JEFFERSON. JEFFERSON MARR I ED 




- - CH.~PTER XX - -
~-RAH FRASHER WAS M~RR IED TO NILLIAM 1 HO MPSON, AND UNTO THEM 
WERE CHILDREN BORN , Vi z : ~LI, STEPHEN AND J OHN AND JANE, AL I 
T HO MPS ON MARRIED EL ISABETH JEBB, AND UNTO THEM WERE CHILDREN 
gORN, VIZ: BO YS, WADE, OvVEN, MART IN AND JOHN, GIRLS, MAR Y, 
SARAH AND CHARITY, 
- STEPHEN 1 HO MPS0N MARRIED ELISABETH MARCUM , Do NOT KNOW WHOM 
JOHN MARRI ED, HE LIVED ON JOHN 1 S CREEK, 
- - CHi\PTER XX I 
~AR Y FRASHER MARRIED SAM UEL WEBB AND UNTO THEM WERE CHIL-
DREN BORN, VI Z: DAVID, JOHN, '.::>A:,1UEL AND 'f/l1 LL IAM, ELISABETH, 
JANE, VINA, ~TAC Y, MANDA, MANERVA, AND SARAH FRANC IS , JANE 
MJi;Rltt0D JESSE ROBISON, AND THERE WERE THREE SONS BORN UNTO THEM, 
VIZ: WARREN, ROLLAND AND JESS E, WARREN MAR RIED THE DAUGHTER OF 
THE ONE CALLED 11 HONE ST JOHN II FR ASH ER I ROLL.A.:\JD WAS THE FATH ER- IN-;/ 
L.A.W OF l~~DER J E.SSE FR~ I DON 
I
T KN OW 'NH O,v\ JESSE 1-ROB l'NSO N MARR I ED, 
- CHAFT~R XX I I -
jAMUEL 1EBB 1 THE FATHER OF THEM WAS J BROTHER OF NANCY .JEBB 
AND ~ARAH FRANCES, : ND THEIR MOTHER WAS A SHORT , COUSINS OF ~A MUEL 
AND IH OI\.I AS ~ORT• l LIS,1\BETH DMARON , THE '/' IFE OF LA ZARUS D./\ 1·.1R CH~, 
•vAS THEIR AUNT, 3 AMUEL 1 S WIFE, BEFORE MARR IAGE, WAS SRUDEN, AND HALF 
S IST ER TO ~A ~UEL ~EBB, 
- CHf'.,J-TER XX I I l -
STACY FR.i\SHER, THE DAUGHTER OF ~-i CCAGER, SR., ':VAS MARRIED TO 
DAN IEL RATCL IFFE . THEY WERE THE FATHER AND MOTHER OF HARVEY RAT-
cLIFFE. I DON'T KNOW WHETHER ANY i'v! ORE CHILDREN WERE BORN TO THEM, 
OR NOT. HARVEY MARRIED JANE uARRETT AND THEY HAD ONE CHILD, ~ILL-
1 DO NOT KNOW OF ANY iv!0 RE. 
- CHAPTER XXIV -
VINA FRASHER, ~NOTHER DAUGHTER OF ~CCAGER, ~R. WAS MARRIED TO 
GEORGE MARTIN AND THERE WERE BORN UNTO THEM FCUR CHILDREN, viz: 
'NILLfA M, GEORGE, BENJ AM IN FRANKLIN, ~ ND ~L ISAB ETH MARTIN. WrLL-
IA M MARRIED EASTE R ~ELLARDS; GEORGE MARRIED IN MISSOURI. 
HAVE SEEN HIS WIFE AND CHILDREN, BUT DO NOT KNOW HOW MANY THERE 
WERE, NOR THEIR NAMES • 
• 
B. F. MART IN MARRIED CAROLINE FRASHER, 
THE DAUGHTER OF ~ ILLIA ~ FR ASH ER, SR. EL ISABETH MART IN MARRIED 
FRANK LOAR. 
ELISABETH FRASHER , A DAUGHTER OF McCAGER, ~R. WAS NEVER ~AR-
RI ED, AS I EVER HEARD OF. 
- CH ,\PTER XXV -
STEPHEN BARTRAM WAS MAR RI ED TO JANE PERR Y, AND SHE WAS A 
S ISTER OF NANCY PERR Y THE WIFE OF .'J ILLIA ·: .::i HM\JiliON 'NHO WER~ THE PAR-
ENTS OF IHOMAS, J 1\ MES AND JOHN. I HAVE NEVER HEARD HOW MANY MORE 
cHILDREN. 
r.H ' PT,.... 0 - 1 . ·'. 1 1:, 
\,_) I _,\ XXVI -
1 HOMAS AND J AMES ~H ANNON CAME FROM TAZEWELL GouNTY, V IRGINIA 
TO BIG ::iANDY UP 01\J LEVISA FORK, l>.BO UT TEN OR TWELVE /,11LES ABOVE 
LOUISA. I NE VER HE:\RD HOW \1/\ NY Ci;P.J,1E, BESIDES. 
"ow, '.:iTEPHEN B,ll,RTRA :.1 '·.:UST Hhf!KVE COME TO BIG .:>ANDY sm,1 E TIME AF -
TER 17b8; FOR MY GRANDFATHER, DAV ID BARTRAM, TOLD ME OF KILLI NG 
BEAR \VHGl HE WAS THIRTEEN, IN CLINCH '·'OUNTAIN IN TAZEWELL COUNTY, 
VIR~INIA, AND HE W,S BORN IN 1778 ■ STEPHEN HAD THREE SONS, VIZ: 
JOHN, DAVID AND JAMES AND ~LSD A DAUGHTER, ~ND SHE WAS MARRIED TO 
A MAN vVH0 3 E SURNAME WASB'Ru,stE.R~ : I 
( 
- CHAPTER XXV I I I -
~!ITT) THERE WERE BORN UNTO THEM FOUR BOYS AND A GIRL, VIZ: STEPHEN, 
~ ILLIAM, THOMAS, S OLOMON, AND JENNIE. HE HAD MORE CHILDREN BY Hrs 
SECOND WI FE. 
- CH t~PTER XX\fX-
S TEP HEN, THE ELDEST WAS MARRIED TO CYNTHIA ~DK INS, THE DAUGHTER 
OF JE SSE /\ND f\JM.JCY /J,DK INS, A SISTER OF OWEN /~.DKlf\lS, AND UNTO THEM 
s I X, OR SEVEN CH I LD :( EN WERE BORN, VI Z: WED. OWEN, PLEAS, AND THREE 
GIRLS. 'N IL L I M.l WAS M,t.,RR I ED TO SAR ILDA / DKINS. I DON 1T KNOW WHOM 
THOMAS OR ~OLOMON MARR I ED. 
- CH!~PfER XXX -
JENNIE MA RRIED [D. ' .DKINS, AND UNTO THEM WERE EORN THR EE SONS 
AND THR EE DAUGHTERS" AT I SON, H~ RVEY, C A LVIN, NANCY, EL ISABETH, AN D 
!1'1ARGARET. Cl--r I S00) Ml-1RR I ED AN !.'.SBURY; ALSO HARVEY M~.RR I ED AN f...s-
BERRY. lJo NOT K"iOV/ \'·.'HOM CALVIN MARR I ED. N.:, f\JCY MR:~R IED TH0:·,:/1,S STEPH-
ENS. l LI SAB ETH MARRIED A JOHN SON . MA RGARET MA RR IED ~AMUEL PAGE. 
J DiNIE, BY HER SECOi,JD HUSBAND JM!ES COLE, H,~D THE F. LLC}N ING CHIL-
DREN ■ JOHN, HAWK , GEO~GE AND ELISHA. JOHN, THE ELDEST WAS MARR I ED 
TO ~ ARTHA ~RY AND UNTO THEM WERE BO RN TWO SONS, LA FAYETTE AND 
COLU: / SUS COLE, LA FAYt:TTE ~/ RRIED PATSY l··!APIER. COLUi--, BUS i·,:;\RR IED F;:d~ 
\! I E JOH NS OM. HAWK Co LE M,i:\R R I ED ELLA OSBURN. GEORGE CoLE M/- RR I ED EL I 3!. 
ABETH FORTNER. I DO NOT KNOW WHETHER EL I SHA MARR IED, OR NOT. 
- CH/\F'TER XXX I -
LM.VID BARTRAM, THE SECOND SON OF STEPHEBN, WAS BORN IN l~Ut-
( , 177c\ OR 17b9 f.r\lD M.C1RR I ED TO REBECCA BLUE IN 1812• .::HE WAS H·IE 
DAUGHTER OF SAMUEL B LUE fl.ND THE SI STE~ OF ~ARAH CYRUS, THE MOTHER OF 
( 
( ABRAHAM GYRUS, JOSHU,I\ Ross /, ND JESSE CYRUS. HE DIED IN 1864. THERE 
WERE BORN UNTO THEM THREE BOYS AND ONE GIRL, VI Z: JAMES, Wt LL fAM 
AND JOHN, ANb THE DAUGHTER PERLINA ALAFA IR. 
· - CH.6-PTER - XXX I l -
JAMES, THE ELDEST, WAS BORN IN 1814 AND IN 1~33 WAS MARRIED TO 
JANE FRASHER. HE DIED SOME Tl ~ E IN THE BO'S. THERE WERE BORN UNTO 
THEM EIGHT CHILDREN, VI Z: N. H. BARTRAM, 5AR ILDA, JAMES, HA ~RISON, 
DAVID, RE LLA, SARAH FRANCES, SAMUEL ZATTOO, JOHN ALLEN, AND LINZEY. 
- CHM)TER XXXI 11 -
.N ILLIAM, THE SECOND SON OF DA VID WAS BORN IN 18 16 AND WAS MAR 
RI ED ABO UT THE YE/"'R THE YEA.R 1836 TO R.'\ IN,c, ·;v ELLlviAN, THE DAUGHTER OF~ 
JOHN AND NANC Y, AND THERE WERE BORN UNTO THEM ELEVEN CHILDREN-- BY THE 
FIRST ~ IFE, VIZ: DAVID, JOHN, JAMES, PERLINA, NA NCY, SAMUEL, 0 1LLIAM, 
lL I SHA, EL IS ABETH, GEORGE, JEREMIAH; AND BY HIS SECOND WIFE, SUSAN 
BA KER NA LKER, ONE GIRL, REBA, WHO MARR IED JOSEPH 1/ARTIN YORK THE 
S J N OF 3 ENATOR JOHNY. YORK. 
- CH ..\ PTER XXX l V -
D:v1D, THE ELDEST, WAS BOR~~ IN IP.37, .AND ~Y.170~ W/.',S M.-\ RR I ED TO 
EL IZA RATCLIFFE AB CUT THE YEAR 1857, AND UNTO THE M WAS BORN FIVE 
§OYS AND A GIRL: DR. JOHN BELL, FRANK, '1/ASH INGTON, '.''-' ILLll\ivl, J AYNE, 
AND THE D~UGHTER 1 S NAME WAS LONA, IF I AM NOT MISTA KE N. 
- CH.:::,PTE~ XXXV -
JOHN, THE SECOND, WAS BORN IN I cl39 AND WAS M.~ RR I ED TO MAR Y 




1840. UNTO THEM WE RE BORN SIX CHILDREN: ULYSSES GRANT BORN IN 
1865 AND WAS THE HUSBAND OF JENNIE BELLE COPLEY" BURNELL WAS BORN 
rN 1890 AND DIED IN 1922. WILLIAM, THE SON OF JOHN, WAS BORN IN 18-
69. D ,VID BARTRAM WAS BOR N IN. t890. JOHN, WHO WAS BORN IN tU92, HAD 
TWO DAUGHTERS. ONE OF THEM - ABAGA IL, WAS MARRIED. I DO NOT KNOW THE 
- -CHAPTER XXXVI --
JAMES, THE SON OF 'NILLIAM, ::iR. WAS BORN IN 1841 AND M1\R-
RI ED [L IS ABETH POLLY IN 1856. THERE WERE FIVE CHILDREN BORN UNTO 
rHEM. ~/1WEL, WHO MARRIED ':'J t LL IAM DA VI S ' DAUGHTER, , D;\UGHTER WHO 
MA ~RIED A PREACHER WHOSE NAME IS NM.BRYANT. JAMES WAS ALSO MARRIED 
rHE SECOND TIME--TO JULIA BURGESS,- .A.ND CHILDREN WERE BORN TO THEM. 
PERLl~JP.., THE DAUGHTER OF 'j fLLIM,!, ~R WAS BORN IN l ts43-, OR 1844 AND 
MARR IED A ~ILLIAM POLL Y THERE WERE BORN UNTO THEM CHILDREN, BUT I 
KNOW THE NAMES OF BUT rwo - -UL YS SES AND S USAN• 
~AMUEL, A SON OF HILLIAM, ~R. WAS BORN. IN 1846, WAS MARR I ED 
rO A ~CISEN; ~ND UNTO THEM CHILDREN WERE BORN. THE NA MES OF TNO OF 
THD/ '/JERE !JAVID /l ND r< 1 LL.A.RD. 
~)ANCY, THE DAUGHTER OF // ILL I AM, ''IVP,S BORN IN I 848 AND WAS MAf;:R I ED 
TO Kl NG [OSEN, AND CH I LDREN WERE BORN TO THE!vi - -GUT I DO :\OT KI~ O\V 
1 '✓ ILLII\M BARTRAM, A PREACHER, SON OF '1}1LLIAI.l, SR. V//1.S BORN 1/\J 
/E50 AND WAS MARRIED TO ~ARAH IHOMPSON , WH O WAS BORN IN 1850 AND CHIL-
DREN WERE BORN UNTO TH EM: DoCTOR JAY BARTRAM AND RANDLE AND EL I ZA-V'/HO 
MARRIED JAY BLODGETT. 
-CHi~FTER XXXV l l I -
/ /Jfi/ 16. 
' 
( J 
ELISHA, A SON OF WILLIAM, WAS BORN IN 1852 AND WAS MAR~fED 
TO ~''ARTHA JANE Ros l' fiJSOfr-t, ::: THE DAUGHTE i: OF ' /✓AR REN Ros I NSON• UNTO 
THEM CHILDREN WERE BORN, BUT DO NOT KNOW THEIR NAMES, 
+ CHAPTER - XXXIX 
MA RY EL I SAB ETH, A DAUGHTER OF 'f./ I LL I ,t,). i , WAS BORN IN f c\54, .A.ND WAS 
MARRIED TO FELIX :,1J fLSON; AND THERE WERE CHILDf..:EN BORN TO TH EM; 
BUT I DO NOT KNOW THE NAMES OF THEM. 
GEORGE, A SON OF WILLIAM, WAS BORN IN 1856, AND THERE WERE 
cHILDREN BCRN TO THEM. 
1058. 
JEREiv1 I AH, A SON OF ';VI LL I M i , WAS BORN tf'J 
- CH1~PTEf~ XL -
PERLINA A. BARTRAM, A DAUGHTER OF DAVID, SR, WAS BORN IN 
1818, BUT MARRIED TO SAMUEL FRASHER IN tt33. THEY HAD FIVE CHIL -
oREN, VIZ: MANERVA, THE ELDEST; JOHN, \' iHO DIED \'!HE'. -, Y~UNG; 
D. K. , AND JAMES. 
- CH.!\PTER XL I ·-
JoH NA SON OF DAVID, SR. WAS BORN IN 182U, AND HE WENT TO 
'111 SSOURI, AND THERE MARRIED. TH ERE \,V ERE BORN UNTO THU' THE FOL-
LO~ING NAMED CHILDREN, VIZ: 'VILLIAW, ~ARY, PLINY, LOUANA, AND FRED. 
JOH J,J D I ED I N !\; I :: SOU R I • 
- :;~ :jCHAPTER XL I I -
JAMES BARTRA ~ , THE BROTHER OF JOHN AND DAVID, 3 R. WAS MAR -
RIED, AND THERE WERE BORN UNTO HIM AND HIS WIFETHREE SONS! 
LEWIS, A ~ISSIONARY BAPTIST PREAC HER; JOHN, WHO MAR RIED MARY PIN -
SON, AND ROBERT, WHO MARRIED A MARTIN, THE DAUGHTER OF STEPHEN AND BE~ 
'THP, BART RAM. 
I'/. 
( 
- CHAPTER XLI I I -
JAMES t ELLMAN M.' RRIED NANCY ~V(LS0N, THE DAUGHTER OF JAMES WLL-
sON, ~ND UNTO THEM WERE BORN TWELVE CHILDREN. BOYS: ~ORRISON, JOHN, 
ALLEN, CORNELl~S, N1LLIAM, J AMES MITCHELL, AND CLABAN. GIRLS: 
SARAH ~ NN, ANGELlaE, ELISABETH. I KNOW NOT THE NAMES OF THE 0 -
- CH/\PTER XL IV-
RoBERT ' '•1ELLMA~J AND MAHALA, HIS WIFE, HAD SIX CHILDREN, FOUR 
BOYS AND TWO GIRLS, Viz: LABAN, ELISHA, 0L, RICHARD, SIS AND SARAH. 
SIS MARRIED BENJAMIN FARRIS AND SARAH MARRIED CORNELIUS FRA SHER. 
SAMUEL ~ ELLMAN Mj RRIED CUSA BURCHETT, AND HER, OR HIS DAUGHTER 
WAS NAMED CUSA ■ HIS DAUGHTER WAS MARRIED TO CORNEL JIMERSON FERGU -
SON; AND ONE SON, HEN RY FERGU SON, WAS BORN. 
- CH.'PTER XLV-
JEREM I AH ~ ELLMAN, WHO USED TO LIVE AT CATLETT SBURG, WAS BORN 
IN 1e13, AND WAS MARRIED TO HUGHIE BOWENS, A DAUGHTER OF 
AND THERE WERE CHILDREN BORN TO THEM, AS FOLLOWS" ELI ZABETH, ~HO 
Mi\RRIED J ,\ MES FRAZIER, AND THE OTHER GIRL M.·RRIED [\OAH .: ELLMAN. THE 
g0YS WERE HUGHIE AND JOHN. 
- CHM~TER XL\/ I -
[ LISH /'.', ··;ELUv!,i.\N WAS BORN IN 1816, AND M,\ RRIED r.,' A~.JERVA FRASHER IN 
1839. To THEM WERE BORN SOME TWELVE OR THIRTEEN CHILDREN, Viz: 
WILLIAM, NANCY, J ANE, JOHN, SAMUEL, JAMES HARVEY, JEREMIAH, JOSEPH, 
ROBERT, [LISHA, DAVID, BUREN, I HAVE GIVEN THIS C~UNT. 
DAV ID /)ELLMAN, A SON OF JOH f,J '1ff ELLM;\N, SR. W/J.. S MAR R I ED TO A 
r. 
DAUGHTER OF JAMES ] ILSON, SR, AND CHILDREN WERE BORN TO THEM, VIZ: 
SAMUEL, CALVIN, JAME S , NOAH, ,:':s_ LLEN, Ar1s0N, GIRLS,· K1z z tt, SARAH, 
- · •. I 
( 
C 
NAN, IS ALL I KNOW OF. 
- CH .:~PTER XL VI I I -
MARY WELLMAN, THE DAUGHTER OF JOHN, WAS MARRIED TO JOHN FRA -
SHER THE SONE OF LEWIS, AND THERE WERE BORN UNTO THEM NINE CHIL-
oREN: [LISABETH, WHO M~RRIED JOHNAKERS ; NANCY, WHO MARRI ED JOHN 
REY NOLDS; SAR,'\H, WHO MARRIED 'NARREN ROBINSON. LEWIS MARRIED 
WILLIAM FERGUSON, SR. 1 S DAUGHT ER; [ LISH A MARRIED A THOMPSON. NATHAN 
M~RRI ED NANCY RATCLIFFE, DAUGHTER OF WASHINGTON RATCLIFFE . S AMU EL 
Z. MARRIED HARMON LOAR 1 S~: DAUGHTER; REYNOLDS MARRIED THE WIDOW RO -
MANS; 'N ILLIAM FRASHER MARRI ED A THOMPSON; JOHN FRASHER MARRIED 
- CH.APTER XL IX -
ELISABETH .\'ELLMAN M·· RRIED ~)ATHAN HOLT, .AND ffiHERE WAS BCRN TO 
T H I S U N I O N E I G HT CH I L DR E N , V I Z : JOH N , . '.f ADE , DAV I D , 'J I L L I M✓ , 
BALLARD, BEN ARD, THE GIRLS WERE ~ARY J ANE AND PERME LIA. JOH N THE 
ELD EST, WAS lv1ARRIED TO :'NGELINA i\DKII\JS. ' '/ADE MA RRIED FRM,JC ES DYER, THE 
DAUGHTER OF OWEN DYER. DAVID MARRIED AN ~DKINS, A S ISTER TO JOHN 1 S 
,., IFE. '.' ILLl,td\,: MARRI ED EUNICE 'IELUAA N, A DA UGHT ER OF LE'•i'/ IS ·iEL LM,il, N 
AND SISTER OF ~'. ARY, JOHN 8A RTR f...M1 S WIFE; BALLARD M,~R RI ED A DAUGHT ER OF 
DAVID '!EBB. BERNARD M,A. RRIED A BUSSE Y, AND ~:'. ARY J '-NE MARR IED ,-:\1);.l!]l)IRE'N 
[ ,/\V ES, PER.!,1:=.: Llfa. M,6.RRIED LE':vlS / DKINS, Bf~OTHER OF LEVI. 
NO TE TH AT THERE W~RE TWO BROTH ERS WHO CAME TO THI S COUNTRY 
VERY " EA RLY IN THE EIGHTEENS BY THE NA ME OF . SAMUEL AND TH OM AS S HORT 
\//HO WE RE CC: US I NS OF--OR S.1' ID TO BE, TO ~ -1\ ~lUEL }/EBB AND NANCY AND 
S .A.RAH FR,A.N Cl S, ?HOSE NICK NA1v;E WAS BoLLY. ~AM UEL SHORT ;'.\ LSO M/\ R-
/ RIED THEIR HALF - SISTER, THEIR MOTHER HAVING BEEN MARRIED TO A FORMER 
( 
HUSBAND BY THE NAME OF 8REtDEN. SAMUEL AND [LISBETH, HIS WIFE, HAD T~O 
SONS AND TWO DAUGHTERS. THE ~WO SONS, J AMES AND JOHN, ~ ERE NEVER 
MARRIED, TO MY kNOWLEDGE. ONE OF THE D~UGHTERS MARRIED HIRAM CRAB-
TREE. THE OTHER, ~)ORA, WAS NEVER MARRIED. 
- CH .<WTER LI -
THOMAS SHORT WAS MARR IED TO A CHAPMAN, AND UNTO THEM WERE BCRN 
THREE SONS AND A DAUGHTER, VI Z: S ~MUEL , '.VILLIAM, J AMES AND ELlSA-
BETH. S 6 MUEL, THE ELDEST, MARRIED, MARRIED THE DAUGHTER OF JUDGE 
RICE. "]ILLIAM MARRIED EMILY SEE , THE DAUGHTER OF GARRED S EE. J ~ME S 
WAS ~iARRIED TWICE, HIS FIRST \l\' IFE BEING A T.t..YLOR, AND HIS SEC OND WIFE 
A CHAPM.~r,J. [L I St~.BET H M RR IED JOHN CR,1.BTREE, HtWING Oi\JE SON AND TWO 
DAUGHTERS, VI Z: SAMUEL, MAR INDA, WHO MARRIED ~ ILLIAM JOHNSON, ~DA -
LINE, WHO M~RRIED JACOB RICE; AND JACOB RICE SAVED MY LIFE BY TELLING 
ME TO NOT GO TO Lou I S/1., KY, WHICH .:WAS IN THE TI ~,: E OF THE CIVIL ' i✓ P..R. 
-CH:~. PTER LI I -
ELISABETH S HORT, PROBABLY THEIR ~UNT, M~RRIED LA ZA RUS DA MRON 
~ND TO THEM WERE BORN FOUR SONS, VI Z : Was es, ~AMUEL, ~ !CH ARD, ~ND 
· 1 
GEORGE. WOSES ~AMRON WAS ~ORN IN 1 17501; AND WAS MARR IE D TO ~ ARY PRESTON, 
IF I AM NOT ~IST hKEN. 
- CH..:'.. PTER LI I I -
~ND THERE WERE NORN UNTO THEM EIGHT CHILD ~EN , THREE SONS AN0 
FIVE DAUGHTERS. HE WAS MARIED ALSO A SECOND Tl ~E, AND THE CHILD RE N BY 
THE LAST WIFE ARE SAM UEL, LA ZARUS AND JOHN, Nt NCY, J ~NE AND ~NNA, I 
DO NOT KNOW THE NAMES OF THE OTHER T~O ~,:osES 'i'!AS A SON BY HIS SECOhJD vV IF 
WHO MARRlED A HERAL, AND UNTO THEM WERE BORN SEVEN SONS >ND TWO DAUGHTERS 
( J RICH ARD, GEORGE, ~ ILLIAM, fHOMAS, DAVID, L~FE, JOSHUA, NORA AND VA SHTI. 
C 
- CHAPTER LIV -
SAMUEL DAMRONj ESQ, T~E FIRST SON OF MOSES, WAS MARRIED 
THREE TIMES' HIS FIR ST WIFE WAS VASHTI J ARREL, A SISTER OF t L-
nER JOHN JARREL A MISSION ARY BAPTIST PREACHER, AND UNTO THEM 
WERE BORN TWO SONS AND TWO DAUGHTERS; MOSES, WHO WAS TWICE 
MARRIED. Hts FIRST WIF E WAS SPRAH COPLEY, AND I DO NOT KNOW 
THE NAME OF THE OTHER. JAMES MARRIED A RATCLIFFE, NANCY MARRIED 
f...iD~M CRUM, AND TO THE IR UN I Oi~ WAS BORN 'K SONS AND DAUGHTERS. DOUG -
LAS, ~~.ivi UEL, Bo YD, AND ' ,LBERT. :::iAMUEL CRUM MArrnlED JULY BURK; 
BOYD CRUM MARRIED NA NCY ~DKINS, THE DAUGHTER OF J AMES. ~LBERT 
CRUM WAS MARRIED TWICE, HIS F IRST ½ IFE BEING HANNAH CHAMBERS. TH~ 
HAD TWO CHILDREN~- NORA AND CLARA, Ht s SECOND ~ IFE WAS MANERVA 
~ IT ZPATRICK. FRASHER CRUM WAS ONE OF THE TWO CHILDREN BORN TO TH™ 
MARY DAMROi'J M,~.RRIED C,D,PT/\IN S,'IMUEL Vlf\JSON; AND UfH C THEM 
WERE BO Rt~ TAYLOR \/ I NSON, FRED, THE Do CTOR, AND J .l\M ES HUGH ES 1 
WI FE. I KNO'i/ f\JOT HO\N M,-!\NY MORE. 
- cw~. FT~R L\/ .. 
S/\i-.!U '.:: L D/\iv]R0['J 1 S SECOi•m ' IF E, DICY COPLEY Wf.,S THE DAUGHTER 
OF J M,1ES MJD N1.\ NCY COPLEY, TH ERE BE I i'-IG BORN TO TH IS ,;NI 00J 
THREE SO i•JS !\ND THR EE DAUGHTERS, LA F,-'l.YETTE MARRIED f-.] ANCY 1,i :· RCUtA; 
••
1AY 1~E MP,r-: R I ED LOU f·/ 1 TCHEL .DK I NS; EL I S1\BETH Mfl.RR I ED JO HN 2•ROH LEY; 
FLOR ENCE MA RRIED ~ IN F IELD VINSO N; THURSA MA RRIED J AMES FIT ZPAT-
RICK; JENNIE M'RR IED GEORGE CRUM. 
HIS THIRD ~ IFE WAS THE WIDOW OF JOHN LANE, WHO DIED AT 
CATLETT SB URG, KY. 
- CH ,:~PTER LVI -
LA ZA RUS DAMRON, THE SON OF FIRST WIF E WAS MARRIED TO A 
RATCLIFFE, AN D CHILD ~EN WERE BORN UNTO THEM, ALTH OUGH I DO NOT 
KNOW THE NAMES OF ANY OF THEM. 
'2.. I 
( 
JOHN, THE THIRD SON OF MOSES DAMRON, S R. WAS MARRIED TO 
EL IS ABETH MARCUM, THE DAUGHTtR OF JACOB, SR. , AND SISTER TO PREACH-
; 
ER JACOB, AND TO TH IS UN I ON WERE BGRN FOUR SONS .A.ND ONE D,: UGHT ER, 
vtz: STEVEN, W:AR IAN, MADISON, AND JESSE• STEP HEN MARRIED NATH,1 N 
PERRY 1 S DAUGHTER, A SISTER TO 11 3 1G i\ RNOLD. 11 MA RION WAS MARRIED TO~ 
WIDOW, THE MOTHER OF S •MUEL f t GGLETO N, ~ HO M!.RRI ED THE Dt UGHT ER OF i~ 
JOHN. Do NOT KNOW ~ HO MAD ISON OR JESSE MARRIED. 
- CH ~ PTE R L V I I -
NANCY DAMRON, THE DAUGHTER or ·MoSES, WAS MARRIED TO J MES 
STONE, ~ SON OF EZEK IEL, A UN ITED BAPT IST PREACHER, AN D UNTO THEM 
WRRE BORN EIGHT CHILDREN, SIX BOYS AND TWO Gl~LS, VI Z: ~OSES, EzE-
'< I AL, Vt-. RI ON, .. ASH I NGTON, ~/ AD I SON AND JOHN, l::DJi. At\iD EL I SABETH. 
-Cf--! -PT- ' L \/ I I I -
J .A. NE D MRmJ , A _1:. UGHTER OF ~o'.OSES WAS 1vl AR I ED TO STEPHEr,J r .t..RCUt.l, 
AND TO THE ~ ~ERE BRON TEN CHILDREN, S IX 6CYS AND FOUR GIRLS, VI Z: 
THO VAS, J AMES, ~ILLI A~ , PE MB R0CKE, JOH~, ~ND l ) ZAR US; ELISABETH, 
91 
!' o\ l~I" ldA CY AND U·'!E , - ·• I I I .. , .... , I '."-\ ' • ' I ' • \ NOT H ER OF i•,,'.OSES DAUGHTERS iv1 ,, P. RI ED TH Ok1 AS BROWN 
A~D ANOTHER MARRIED A VANHOOSE. 
D~UG TERS, vi z : RICH ARD , GEORGE , \ ILLIA M, THOMAS, LAFE, DAV ID 
AND JA MES , NOR ~ AND VASHTI. 
,t~l✓ NA DAMRON MARR I ED ,'a/ASH I NGTON RATC LIFFE, A.ND UNT O THD.1 i,ERE 
BORN ONE SON , AND THREE DAUGHTERS, VIZ: EL IZA, THURZ A AND 
'6 
- CH,~PTER LX -
SAMUEL DAMRON, A BROTHER TO MOSES WAS _ MARR IED TWICE, HIS 
~~2- . 
FIRST WIFE BEING SARAH RATCLIFFE. UNTO THEM _WERE ~ORN THREE 
SCNS AND SIX DAUGHTERS, VI Z : MOSES, S ILAS AND ~ ASHI NGT0N; 
ELISABETH, NORA, ANNA, MILLY, ~ARY AND JANE. HIS SECOND WIFE WAS 
S!1 RAH SM rTH AND UNTO TH IS UN I Oi~ WERE BRON SIX SONS AND FOUR DAUGHTtm S: 
JOH, SAMUEL, lv10SES, JOSHUA, SILAS, THOMAS, MAHALA, JANE AND SARAH. 
- CHAPTE~ LXI -
RICl-l ,\ RD DAMRON, SON OF LA ZARUS, .:::>R, AND BROTHER OF V0SES 
AND ~AMUEL WAS MARRIED AND THERE WERE CHILDREN BORN UNTO THEM, VIZ: 
~OSES, SAMUEL, JOHN AND RICHARD, A~D A DAUGHTER, POLLY, ~ HO MARRIED 
A St PTIST PREACHER BY THE NA ME OF GEORGE JOHNSON, AND THE RE WER E BORN 
uNT0 THEM THREE SON S AND THREE DAUGHTERS, VI Z. 1ASJl ~G T0 N, JAMES, 
AND ~ NDY JOHNSON;J ANE, ELISABETH AND WARTNA· MA RTH ! MA RRIED LEWIS Bow~ 
JANE MARRIED LFRED JUSTICE. 
- CH>F-TER LX I I -
GEORGE DAMRON WAS MARRIED TO ELISABETH BRANHAM, AND UNT O THEM 
WERE BOR N FOUR SO NS AND TWO DAUGHTERS, VI Z : LA ZARUS, ~ILLI AM, S AMUEL 
'//\ SHI f\JGTO N, Po LL Y ~. ND / ,. NNA. l.. .~.ZARUS, THE ELDEST, M ·•· RR I ED iv1 A RY CRUM 
TH ER E B E I ;\ J G 8 0 R N O F TH I S U N I ON F OU R 1 0 R F I V E SONS , , ND .t, DAU G HT ER : 
ADAM, LIN ZY, ~.LBERT, CH ARLEY AND S ARAH. 
~ILLIA~ , THE SECO ND SON OF GEORGE, MARRIED ELI SAB ETH POR TER 
BAKER, AND UNTO THEM WAS BRON ONE DAUGHTER• SAMUEL, THIRD SON OF 
GEORGE, MAR RIED RACHAEL PRATT, THE DAUGHTE R OF JOHN PRATT, ] AS HING -
1oN DAMRON, THE YOUN GE ST SON OF GEORGE WAS MARRIED, I THINK, BUT I DO 
1',tOT K:·-JCW ' HO HIS ·:'J I FE WAS. 
-C H/,PTER LX IV-
I WAS TOLD BY FATHER THAT OLD i:· OLLY OR ~.'i..'\ RY BRO MLEY, THE WI FE 
(7'--..J .. <-J, 
OF ',VILLIAM BROMLEY THAT HIS MOTHER CALLED HER " '.,UNT", AND THERE 
WERE BORN UNTO THEM SONS AND DAUGHTERS, AS FOLLOWS: JOHN BROMLEY, 
WBO MARRIED REBECCA PLYMAN AND THERE WE RE BORN UNTO THEM SONS AND 
DAUGHTERS, VIZ: SAMUEL, XA YNE, ~OLLY, LUCINDA, JOSEPHINE, ~tNNIE A~D 
REBECCA, HIS SISTERS. 
POLLY, OR MARY WAS MARRIED TO J AMES FERGUSON, AND UNTO 
TH D,1 WERE BO R N S I X SONS , V I Z ~ J I LL I AM , S /l, MU E L , ,V · · DE , J /\MES , HP, RV E Y 
AND 'N.~YNE. 
- CHAPTER LXV -
8ROtvlL E Y, THE D/.1.UGH TE R OF 1.! I L LI t1M BROMLEY, 
MARRIED IHO MP SON RATCLIFFE. HAVE BEEN TOLD BY SOME OF MY PEOPLE, 
AND I THINK BY GRANDFATHER DA VID BARTRAM, HIMSELF, THAT OLD JOHN 
FERGUSON, THE FATHE R OF J 6, MES, WAS HIS C:; LJSIN. 
- CH \F TER LX\! I -
I HAVE F: UND OUT, SINCE COMM ENCING THE WRITING OF THIS 
PA MPHLET, THAT STEP HEN BARTRAM CAME FRO~ IRELAND TO VIRGINIA BEFORE TI 
,-HE RE VOLUTION;\RY ''/AR AND WAS A SOLDIER I': THE i~ t,1 Y. HE ,'/AS M/\f-U<l:::D lD 
TO JANE PEERY IN 1775, OR BEFORE TH ' T TIME, FOR HIS SON J ~VID 0 AS 
EORN IN 177~, AND HE HAD ONE OLDER BROTHER. 
~A NCY PEERY, THE ~ IFE OF ~ILLI AM SH ANNON, WERE THE MOTHER 
•ND FATHER OF IHOMAS, JAM ES AND JOHN SH~NNON. THOMAS SHANNON WA S MA~ 
RIED T N ICE FIR FIRST \'! IFE BEl/\!G /\ ~~ ILLER, A SISTER OF ~DW1-'\ RD r1LLEF~; 
• AND UNTO THEM WERE BORN SOf'-JS 1\ND DAUGHTERS, VI z• •11 LL 1,~M /\ND J ,; MES. I 
no NOT K~OW THE NAMES OF THE DAUGHTERS. HIS SECOND WIFE WAS AN ~ LLEY 
AND THEIR CH I LD '. EN w:::.RE r NDREl•V AND GRANC I ER. 
CH ,\FTER LX\/1 11 
i., ¼ 
9) 
JAMES ~HANNON, THE BROTHER OF THOMAS WAS MARRIED, BUT I ONLY 
c- K/\.IOW ' THE NAMES OF SOME OF THEIR CHILDREN, VIZ: LAYNE, GEORGE, JOSEPHA 
( J 
~'ETHODIST PREACHER, AND HARVE Y. ONE DAUGHT ~R MARR IE D ~ILL IAM CHRIS-
T I AN, A METHOD IST PREACHER. 
- C:H,\ PTER LXIX -
JOHN SH ANNON, THE FATHER OF FLO YD SHANNON, WHO WENT BY THE NAME 
OF DOE, NEVER MOVED TO THIS COUNTRY THAT I KNOW OF, BUT HIS SON DID, 
AND THIS SON MARRIED A ROARK, THE SISTER OF JOSEPHINE AND JAMES. UNTO 
rHEM WAS BORN A SON, JAMES, THE FATHER OF t. RNEST f-..ND i'JORA. F.LOYD 
~! ANNON BU ILT A HOU SE FOR MY FATHER, S AMUEL FRA SHER, AT THE FALLS OF 
TUG ABOUT 1850 OR 1651. 
LEWIS ~RASHER, THE SON OF HONEST JOHN FRASHER, MARRIED 
EL ISABETH FERGU SC ~. IF l AM NOT MIST AKEN, A SON BY THE NAME OF 
JEN KI NS MARRIED HALBERT .VA LKER'S D; LJGHTER, AN D THEY HAD A SON, 
CHARLEY :: HO Mt. RR I ED EL I SABETH r,,1/' Yr.!ARD A D ·LIGHTER OF SiA~J I EL ~:AY i\i/.1.RD. 
I DO NOT KMO~ THE NA ~ ES OF AN Y OF THEIR OF FSPR I NG , EXCEPT NATHAN, AND~ 
HE \'JAS 78. HE MARR I ED A RATCL IF FE AND TO THEM WERE BORN FOUR DAUGH-
TERS. 
LAZARUS JA~ RO N, A \ ON OF GECRGE J AMRO N HO USED TD LIVE UP ON 
DUNLOW, AND HE MO VED TO ~HITE 1 S CREEK' HIS SON CHARLEY TOLD ME 
HE WAS 93 YEARS OLD AND WAS ENT IR ELY BL IND• I HOPE HIS FRIEN DS AND 
CHILDREN ~ ILL NOT FORGET HIV I N HIS NECESS ITI ES. 
- CH/,.PTER LXX I I -
I WAS IN FORMED BY ~DRIAN NAP IER, AN OFFSPRING OF PATRICK NAP IER, 
' /. :/ ·. r --
( 
·THAT PATRICK NAPIER, EDMOND AND THOMAS NAPIER, THREE BROTHERS, 
LE FT VIRGINIA, ~ND PATRICK AND EDMOND C.~ME INTO KENTUCK Y• PATRICK 
SIETTLED I f\l LESLIE, OR H.~RLJl..N COUNTY. ED:.WND SETTLED IN SOM E vOUNTY 
( 
NE/1.R FR/\i·J KFORT ! 1\ND I HOMAS SETTLED IN CABELL Cc uNTY, ON TWELVE POLE 
NOW ii'AY NE, .\/ VA n , • IN ABOUT THE YE AR 1800, 
THOMAS MARRIED NANCY SMITH, AND THERE ~ ER E BORN UNTO THEM 
SEVEN SO NS AND TWO DAUGHTERS, VIZ: EDMOND, MOSES , PATRICK, 'NILLIAM, 
ROBERT, .rDAM Af\JD THOMAS, ~DMOND M/\ RRIED PERLlf,!A "fATTS • .V ILLIAM 
r·A.'\~ RIED NANCY ~UEEN. ROBERT M/\ RRI ED ~.tt. RY OSBURN._ ,4D f, f.1 M/".RR I ED '.::iuS .,\ i'J 
F INLEY, THOMAS WAS NOT MARR IED. 
UNTO : DMOND AND ELLA WERE BORN FIVE SONS AND THREE DAUGHTERS, 
,.,1z: .~LFORD, ED :OND, JOHN, ('. JTCH ELL '\ /\JD ~,~:., UEL; H,t. NN~H, f.J:::: LLIE 1\ND J c, ~JE 
UNTO ~OS ES AND VICY NE RE BORN: Yc UNGA , MOSES, HANNAH, 
}~RG ARE T, MA RY J ANE, HANY, CHRISTl~E AND PRUSHA, 
UNTO PA TRICK AND PERL INA, VI Z : JOHN SON , TH OMAS, VI LL IA~ , 
!J :HO ·; ILLl 1\1.1 ~ND \'\ f·JCY, VI Z: ... :ALTER, IH Oi,Lt\S , '/ ILLl t\ i.,1, 
~ARA H, J NE AND 1/ aRY ELLEN, 
!J ·•r o .~DM .. 1 Af1JD :.::.US !\ f\J l.1/:::RE BORN EIGHT CHILD REN, SIX BOYS ;\ND TWO 
GIRLS, VIZ: TH GMAS, HE ZEKIAH, ~L I SAB ETH, JA COB , J AMES, ROBERT, PATR I~ 
\/ / 
( 
•::m1IOND, PATRICK, AND 't'iiJ.L?.L.JAM NAPIER, THR EE SOi\JS OF THOMAS 
' ' N.l\P I ER, S R. IV ':: RE ORDA IN ED [ l,.DERS IN THE CHURCH OF JESUS CJRIST, THAT 
IS CALLE D UNITED ~APTISTS, AND WE RE MEN ~HO PROVED THEMSELVES 
WORK MEN IN THE GOSPEL. ~bW , NOTE, SOME OF TH IS I Ki~OW TO BE A 
'--------
FACT, AND WHAT I HAVE HEARD FROM OTHERS WHOM I BELIEVE TO BE RELIA -
sLE PEOPLE, AND CONFIRM ED BY FIVE OR SIX ORTHODOX ASSOCIATIONS. 
DO UBT I F THERE COULD BE FOUN D MORE ORTHODOX IN THE WORLD THAN IN 
rH IS CORRESPONDENCE: G. 3: 15 PAUL : BRETHREN l SPEAK AFTER THE 
MANNER OF ME N; TH OUGH IT BE BUT A MAN'S COV ENANT, YET IF IT BE CON -
F IRMED, NO MA N DIS ANNULLETH OR ADDET H THER ETO. 
r . Lou I s A ' Ky • ' 
FEB
1
Y 5TH. FREE. 
( 
RoNBL. JoHN WHITE, SPEAKER, 
HoNBL. L. iv. ANDREWS, 
WASHINGTON CITY ■ HoN. L. W. ANDREWS, 
H. R. 
COPIED FROM PHOTOSTAT COPIES OF PAPERS ON FtLE IN THE 
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H S • R E P S • I 3 TH F EB • , I 24 3 • 
flR . SIR : 
HAVING A PERSONAL K .OWLEDGE OF OLD MAN MICAJAH FRAZURE 
AS A MAN OF GOOD CHARACTER AND HAS EVER BEEf\J REPUTED IN HIS NE I GHBOF& 
HOOD AS A REVOLUTIONARY SOLDIER, AND WELL KNOWING THAT THE SEVER-
AL WITNESSES IN HIS BEHALF ARE ALL MEN OF GOOD CH ARACTER AND ENTITLED 
TO THE FULLEST CREDIT IN THEIR STATEMENTS" IT IS TRUE THEY ARE OLD 
AND SU BJECT TO THE FAULTS USU AL TO OLD MEN, YET I KNOW THESE MEN 
TO BE ABOVE THE SLIGH TEST SUSPICION• I, THEREFORE ERNESTLY HOPE 
THAT MR. FRA ZURE SHALL SECURE A PENSION FOR AT LEAST EIGHTEEN 
MONTHS SERVICE. 
YOUR OBT. SERVT., 
(SI G~JED) L. ~- ANDREWS, OF Hs. REPS. 
FROM KY. 
-o-o-
Hs. REPS. , I 3TH FEB. , I 843. 
·I SEND YOU HEREIN ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY IN THE CASE OF 
C 
( 
M. FRAZURE WH ICH I MOST CERT "-. INLY BELIEVE THAT YOU WILL FIND ALL 
• 
SUFFICIENT TO ALLOW 18 MONTHS SERVICE I AM INDUCED TO URGE· 
THIS CASE PERHAPS WITH AN UNUSUAL DEGREE OF EARNESTNESS• 
_/ 
Bur MY 
APPEAL IS TO BE FOUND IN MY PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF 
ALL THE PARTIES. 
YouR EAR LY ATTE NTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED. 
YouR FRD. (?) 
L. 1N. ,4NDREWS. 
-o-
32,019- KENTUCKY; MI CAGER FRAZEUR, OF LAWRENCE COUNTY, IN 
THE STATE OF KE ~TUCKY, WHO WAS A PRIVATE IN THE COMPANY COMMANDED BY 
C1\PTAl~J CP,BELL, OF THE REGT. COMMANDED BY Col. POPE, l~JTHE VIRGINIA Ll~J l 
FOR 18 MO/\JTH S. 
INSCRIBED ON THE ~OLL OF KENTUCKY AT THE RATE OF 60 DOL-
\ 
LARS PER Ai\!NUM, TO COi1!i MENCE Ohl THE 4T H DAY OF Ml,RCH, 183l. 
CERT IFIC ATE OF PENSION I SSUED THE 28TH DAY OF FEB. 1643 , 
AND SENT TO HoN. L. ~- ~ NDREWS, Haus~ OF ~EP S • 
. RRE ,'I RS TO THE 4TH DAY OFSEPTI·~lBER.,: 1242 , $690 . 00 
SEM1- :._ NN UAL .i'-. LLOWANCE Uml~JG 4 f'l:ARCH, lt43 30.00 
:;720-:00 
~ EV O LU T I O ~,! ;; RY CU\ I M , ti.CT JU NE 7 , I 83 2 • 
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STATE OF MISSOURI, COUNTY OF JACKioN, SS. 
ON THIS 2ND DAY OF MAY IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUS -
-----AND EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY - S IX, PERSONALLY APPEARED BEFO RE THE 
COUNTY COURT OF JACKSON COUNTY Ml CAGER FRASHUR A RESIDENT OF 
ROCK CREEK IN THE COUNTY OF JACKSON AND STATE OF MISSOURI, AGED 82 
82 YEARS, WH O BEING FIRST DULY SWORN, ON HIS OATH MAKES THE FOLLOW-
ING DECLARATION IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE BENEFIT OF THE PROVISION 
MADE BY THE '\CT OF CONGRESS PASSED JUNE 7TH, 1832. 
I, Ml CAGER FRASHUR OF ROCK CREEK, JACKSON COUNTY, STATE 
OF MISSOUR I, WAS BORN 25TH OF DECEMBER, 1753 IN THE COUNTY OF ALBERM 
ARLE, VIRGINIA, AND WHEN A YOUTH REMOVED TO ~MHERST COUNTY, VIR-
GINIA, WHERE I GREW UP AND WAS DRAFTED INTO THE SERV IC ES OF THE 
UNITED STATES AND MARCHED TO ~LBERMARL BARRICKS UNDER CAPTAIN 
RICHARD 8ALLANGER, WH ICH PLACE WAS COMMANDED BY COLONEL TAYLOR, 
WHERE I REMAINED ONE MONTH AND WAS THEN DIS~HARGED AND RETU RNED TO 
.i\MHERST COUNTY, \/l !GINIA. Nor LONG AFTER I RETURNED HOME I ENL IST ED 
UNDER BENJAMIN T.; LLAFERRO FO R EIGHTEEN MONTHS AND MARCHED UNDER COM -
MAND OF CAPT. S·MUEL CABELL F:.J OM .\ MHERST Co. DO ·,VN JMv1ES RIVER BY 
RIDHMOND TO ~ILL IA MSBURG WHERE #E JOINED GEN 1 L MARQUES DE LAFAYETTE 
WHO WAS ENGAGED I~ BATTLE WITH THE ~RITISH; AND THE MORN ING WH ICH 
WE AR ~ IV ED THE ENEMY LEFT IN THEIR VESSELS DOWN THE RIV ER, SHO RTLY 
AFTER WE GOT TO VILLIAMSBURG SEVERAL COMPANIES OF US WENT UNDER COMM~ 
Ai~D OF lUJOR ''\/ILLIS CABELL DO .: N TO ~MEL IA Cc UNTY TO H.'OD fS F◊RT 
WHICH WAS COMMANDED AT THAT TIME BY COL. DABNEY. I ALSO SAW MAJOR 
HARDMAN THERE, AND AT DIFFERENT TIMES I SAW COL MERRIWETHER AND 
GEN 1 L LA FAYETTE. WE WERE MARCHED TO THE FLOWRY HUNDRED, THEN 
() 
( 
BACK TO HOOD 1 S foRT .:THE_N: TO, THF; .. . fl,.:OW-R'.'(i 1-;tu,ND~-£:i)~, £-<IC.: E:fef"C.kEL~iE1!E+-
EXP IRAT ION OF MY TIME I WAS TAKEN SICK WITH THE YELLOW FEVER AND 
WAS VER Y ILL, AND A RELATIVE OF MINE PROCURED A FURLOUGH FROM 
GEN I L LA FAYETTE FOR ME AND TOO K ME HOME, WHERE I REMAINED UN-
T IL RECOVERED; AND NOT LONG AFTER I WAS DRAFTED FO R SIXTY DAYS 
AND MARCHED FROM AMHERST UNDER CAPTAIN DAWSON TO WILLIAMS -
BURG AND HOOD I S Fo RT AND TO THE FLOW RY HUNDRED, AND WAS UNDER COL. 
DABNEY, AND AT THE END OF SIXTY DAYS I WAS DISCHARGED AND RE -
TURN ED HOME; AND AFTER THAT I WAS DRAFTED AGAIN FOR THREE MONTHS, 
WHICH THREE MONTHS I SERVED IN THE SAME PART OF THE COUNTRY I HAD BEEN 
BEFORE; AND AT THE END OF THE THREE MONTHS I /vWAS DIS CHARGED AND RE -
RJ;:MOVED 
TURNED HOME WHERE REMAINED ABOUT ONE YEAR; THEN I Ri'Rt(~~t.x~ TO 
1 1LK ES COUNTY, N. C. WHERE I REMAINED ABOUT TWO YEARS IN WHICH TIME 
I WENT TO AMHERST COUNTY, VA. WHERE I MARRIED; THEN MOVED TO 
PITTSYLVANIA COUNTY, VA. WHERE I REMAINED ABOUT THREE YEARS; THEN 
I REMOVED TO THE WESTERN PART OF VIRGINIA, IN THE COUNTY OF SANDY 
RIVER, NHERE I REMAIN ED UNTIL ~BOUT TWELVE MONTHS SINCE, WHEN I CAME 
TO THE COUNT Y OF JACKSON AND STATE OF V I SSOUR I ■ ALL THE DISCH ARGES Ii 
EVER HAD WAS BURNT IN THE CONFLAGRATION OF A DNELLING HOUSE; AND I DO 
NOT Kr✓ OW ANY P ER SO N L I V I NG NEAR M E 1N HO CAN T EST I FY TO TH ES E FACT S • 
HER EB Y RE LINQUISH EVERY CLAIM WHATSOE VER TO A PENSION OR AN ANNUITY 
EXCE , T THE PRES ENT, AND DECLARE THAT MY NAME IS NOT ON ANY PENSION 
ROLL OF ANY AGENCY OF ANY STATE. 
- 2-
HIS 




~E, SAMUEL SHORT AND J AMES G~RRETT, RESIDING NEAR ROCK CREEK 
1N THE COUNTY OF JACKSON AND STATE OF MISSOURI, HEREBY CERTIFY THA~ 
WE ARE WELL.ACQUAINTED WITH MICAGER FRASHURE WHO HAS SUBSCRIBED 
/01 
AND SWORN TO THE ABOVE DECLARATION; AND THAT WE BELIEVE HIM TO BE 
E IGH TY - TWO YEARS OF AGE THAT HE IS REPUTED AND BEL I EVED IN THE 
NEIGHBORHOOD WHERE HE LIVES TO HAVE BEEN A SOLDIE -· OF THE RE VOLUT IO\llt( 
WAR, AND WE CONCUR IN THAT OPINION. 
SWORN AND SUBSCRIBED THE DAY AND YEAR AFORESAID• 
: (SIGNED) SAM,!.t3 SHORT 
JAMES G. GARRED. 
-o-
~E, MOSES G. WILSON, LAWRENCE FLORNO Y AND DANIEL P. LEWIS, 
JUDGES OF THE COUNTY COURT OF J ~CKSON COUNTY, AFTER THE INV EST I-
GATION OF THE MATTER AND AFTER PUTTING THE INTERROGATIONS PRESCRIBED# 
sY THE 0AR DEPARTMENT, BELl ~VE THAT THE ABOVE NAMED APPL ICANT WAS 
A REVOLUT IO NAR Y SOLDIER, AS HE STATES; AND WE FURTHER CERTIFY THAT 
S 0 MUEL SHORT AND J AMES GG ARRETT, WHO HAVE SIGNED THE PRECEDING 
CERTIFICATE ARE RESIDENTS OF JACKSON COUNTY, ARE CREDITABLE PERSONS 
AND THEIR STATEMENTS ARE ENTITLED TO CREDIT. 




DAN I L p • L E!'N I s , 
LAW' FLOR NOY. 
STATE OF MI SS GURI, COUNTY OF JACKSON, SS. 
I, SAMUEL C. MIMS, CLERK OF THE COUNTY COURT WITHIN AND FOR THE 
CouNTY AFORESA ID, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT MOSES G. WILSON, DANIEL P. 
LEWIS AND LAWRENCE FLORNOY, [SQU IR ES, WHO APPEAR TO HAVE SIGNED AND 
CERTIFIED. THE FOREGOING CERTIFICATE NOW IS, AND WAS AT THE TIME 
-3-
I 
OF SO DOING, THE ACT ING JUSTICES OF THE COUNTY COURT WITHIN, AND 
FOR THE COUNTY AFORESAID, DULY COMMISSIONED AND QUAL IFI ED; AND THAT 
,i'.\LL J'.cTS DONE BY THEM IN THAT C' PAC ITY FULL FAITH AND CR EDIT ARE DUE 
r\ 
AND OUGHT TO BE GIVEN AS WELL IN 00URTS OF JUSTICE AS 
AND THAT THEIR SIGNATU RES ARE GENUINE. 
IN TEST IMONY WHEREOF I HAVE HERE UNT O AFFIXED THE SEAL OF 
SAID COURT AT UFFICE OF INDEPENDENCE THIS 3RD DAY OF MAY, A. D. 
1836. 
(Sr GNED) SAMUEL C. MIMS, CLERK, 
By JNO. R. SWEARINGTON D. C. 
-o-
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
PENSION 0FFICr:, JUNE 17, 1836. 
SIR: 
THE DECL.tl.RAT ION OF M! CAJAH FRASH ER, OF Ml SSOUR I , HAS BEEN 
EX 1D AND F IL ED WITH SUSPENDED CA 3 ES IN THIS OFFICE" HE ALLEGES TO 
HAVE SER VED AS A MIL IT IA . MAN ANn AN ENLISTED SOLDIER OF VIRGINIA, BUT 
HAS NOT GI VEN A :; T.A.TEMENT ,_; F HIS SERVIC ES WITH SUCH PRECISION AS TO 
ENABLE THE DEP~PRTMENT TO DECIDE AS TO THE AMOUNT OF PENSION TO 
WH ICH HE ~OULD BE ENT IT LED" HE SHULD ST ATE THE PER IOF ~F WHICH HE 
ENTERED UPON HIS SE VER AL TERMS AND GIVE A PARTICULAR ~CCOUNT OF ALL 
THE CIRCUMSTANCES CONNECTED THEREWITH" THE TIME AT WHICH HE EN-
LIST ED SHOULD /, LSO BE GIVEN .!' S W'.::LL .6.. S THE SERVIC ES PERFORMED, AND THE 
TIME AT flHICH HE WAS DISCHARGED• 
OFFICE DO NOT BEAR HIS NAME THEREON 
THE ROLLS OF SERVICE IN THIS 
THE TESTIMONY OF WIT~E SSES, AS RE 
QUIRED IN NOTE IN THE ENCLOSED PRINTED SHEET SHOULD THEREFORE BE 
EXH IBIT ED• IT ALSO REQUIRED THAT THE APPLIC ~NT SHOULD STATE UN -
DER OATH HIS REASONS FOR NOT APPLYING LONG SINCE FOR THE 
-4 - . 
BENEFITS OF THE ~CT OF MARCH 18, 1818, AND HE HAS NOW ONLY 
APPLIED FOR A PENSION UNDER THE ,:er OF JUNE 7, 1832. 
WM. MCCARRICK, ESQ., 
PRESENT, 
JUNE I 7, I 836, 
RECORD VoL. L- 11 P. -6. 
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STATE OF KENTUCKY, LAWRENCE COUNTY, ~CT. 
nT A COURT COMMENCED AND HELD AT THE COURT HOUSE IN LOUISA, 
ON MONDAY THE 26TH DAY OF DECEMBER, t 842 FOR THE COUNTY OF LAWRENCE. 
PRESENT: ZATTU CU SHING, JOHN CRABTREE AND WILLIAM McCLURE, 
GENTLEMEN JUSTICES OF SAID COURT. 
BE IT REMEMBERED THAT ON THIS DAY, TO - WIT THE 26TH DAY OF 
DECEMBER, 1842, iv11CAGER FRAZEUR PR" ESENTED IN OPEN COURT HIS DECLARA-
T I 0 1\1 FOR TH£ PU RP ,:, S E OF OB TA I N I !\I G A PENS I ON , WH I CH I S I N THE FOLL OW I NB 
WORDS AND FIGURES, TO - WIT: 
THE COMMONWEAL TH OF KENTUCK y, LAWROJC E COUNTY Ser. 
vN THE 26TH DA Y OF DECEMBER, 1842, PER SON ,I\ LLY APPE ,'.I RED IN OPEN 
CouRT MICAGER FRAZEUR, A RESIDENT AND CITIZEN OF THE COUNTY OF LAW-
~ENCE AND ST ATE OF KENTUCKY, AGED 88 YEARS, WHO, FIRST BEING DULY SNOR N 
ACCORDING TO LAW, DOTH ON HIS OATH MAKE THE FOLLOWING BKSKXRKXtmN STATE-
:'.J E' .JT OR 1JECU\RATI0 i\l l f,J ORDER TO OBT '. IN THE BEi\lEFIT OF PR OVI S I0,'J MADE 
BY :\i-J ,:...c T OF CONG RE S S 0 F TH E 7 TH DAY OF JU NE , I 83 2 , TO -W I T : TH 1\ T I 1'J T H E 
YEAR 1780, HE THl~KS I ~PRIL, HE ENLISTED I~ THE SERV ICE OF THE 
UNJT>::::J 3T,ATES OF f\.b rn H MER ICA AS A VOLUNT EER PRIV /\ TE Ii\! THE ?.EV0LU-
T I0 N/\R Y ' '1AR UNDER i':>~PT i\ lM S/1.MUEL CABELL, S0METl',1E Ci'ILLED 11 CAVELL 11 , 
IN AM HERST CouNTY, VIRGINIA, FOR THE TERM OF 18 MONTHS; AND FROM 
THENCE WAS MARCHED TO HOOD 1 S FO RT, HE THINKS IN AMELIA COUNTY, VA . 
UNDER THE FOLLOWING NAMED OFFICERS, TO - WIT: CAPTAIN RICHARD 8 1\LLll~GER 
, MAJOR HARDMAN AND COL DABNEY TO NEAR NILLIAMSBURG AND WAS HERE STA 
TIONED• hFTER THE BATTLE COMMENCED AT WILLIAMSBURG, ANOTHER EXPRESS 
CAME FROM GENERAL LA FAYETTE, CHIEF COMMANDER AT THIS PLACE, TO ' 
- 6-
MARCH INTO BATTLE, WHEN THE REG IMENT THAT I WAS IN ARRIVED THE BATT~ 
r WAS OVER; AND THIS REG IMENT WAS PUT INTO THE REGIMENT WHICH HAD 
BEEN BROKEN, WHICH WAS COMMANDED TO MARCH TO THE MOUTH OF LITTLE YORK 
A.G '•, lf~ST COR~N.LLIS UfllTIL 1NALLIS SURRENDERED TO GENERAL N.A.SHINGTON 
WHICH, AS WELL AS THIS PETITIONED, CAN RECOLLECT fN OCTOBER, 1781. 
AFTER WALLIS SURRENDERED WE WERE PUT INTO A DETACHED COMPANY COMMAND -
ED BY THE FOLLOWING -OFFICERS, TO - WIT: CAPTAIN GREEN, LIEUTENANT EDES, 
AND MAJOR HARDMAN TO GU/\RD ~' BODY OF \\/AL LI SES MEN TO Wt CHESTER, 
AFTE R MARCHING THE PRISINORS FOR SOMETIME THEY WERE DELUVERED TO 
SOME OTHER COMPANY, AT WHICH TIME AND PLACE HE HAD SERVED LB 
MONTHS, GOT HIS DISCHARGE FROM HIS CO MMA NDING OFFICERS, HANDED TO 
Ill] 
HIM av CAPT 1-\IN TOLLIVER, THR CUGH A WINDOW' HE IS NOT CERTAIN 'NHOSE 
SIGNATURE w~s TO IT, AS HE IS ILLITERATE, AND AS IT WAS DESTROYED BY 
THE OCCIDENTAL BURNING OF HIS HOUSE IN AMHERST COUNTY MANY YEARS AGO. 
JOHN 'Ii/ITT, LITTLEBURY NITT, JOHN HARDY, ,~ LEX,~NDER MILLER, BENJAMI~~ FRY 
BEN CARRELL, AND SEVERAL OTHERS, MAKING ABOUT TWENTY THAT GOT THEIR 
DISCH ARGES AT THE SAME TIME, AND RETURNED WITH ME TO ~MHERST COUNTY, 
VA. AND HE HEREBY RELIN QUI SHES EVERY CL'I IM, WHATSOEVER, TO A PENSION,¢ 
OR .1'.I.NNU I TY EXCEPT THE PRESEi\JT, .A. ND DECLARES HIS NAME IS NOT ON THE BIO"'Mi~ 
SION ROLL OF THE AGENCY IN ANY STATE. 
(SIGNED) MI CAGERXFRA ZE UR 
HIS MP,RK, 
SUBSCRIBER AND SWORN TO IN THE PRESENCE OF THE COURT, THIS 
26TH Dfl Y OF DECEMBER, 1842. 
-7-
l I THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, LAWRENCE COUNTY, Ser . 
THIS DAY PERSONALLY APPE ARED JOSIAH MARCUM, A REVOLUTION AR Y 
SOLDIER AND PENSIONER AND MADE OATH THAT THE FOREGOING PET ITION OF 
MICAJAH FRA ZEUR IS SUBSTANTIALLY TRUE, AND THAT TO HIS PERSONAL 
KNOWLEDGE SAi~ FRA ZE UR SERVED IN THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR, AS ABOVE 
STAT ED. 
SWORN TO AND SUBSCR IB ED IN THE PRESENCE OF ME THIS THE 
22ND DAY OF DECEMBER, 1842. 
lSIGNED) JAMES MARCUM, J.P.L.C. 
-o-
-
THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, WAYNE COUNTY, TO - WIT: 
TH IS DAY PERSON ALLY APPEARED ADAM CRUM, AN OLD REVOLU -
TIONARY SOLDIER OF RESPECTABILITY AND GOOD CHARACTER, AND MADE OATH 
THAT HE IS PERSON t LLY AC QUAINTED WITH THE FORE GOING PETITIONER, 
MAJAH FRAZURE, AND WAS IN THE T IME OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ]AR, AND, 
FURTHER THAT THE DEPONENT SAW SAID FRA ZURE IN THE SERVICE OF THE 
UNIT ED STATES AT ','/ILLIAMSBURG, AND ,'\LSO LITTL E 'f@ruc, AS STAT ED l i'i 
THE PETIT I ON. HE ALSO SAW JOHN Wt TT AND L ITTLEBUR Y NITT IN THE 
SERVICE OF THE UNIT ED STATES AT THE SAME TIME AND PLACES . THE DE -
PONENT IS OLD AND BLIND, AND NOT ABLE TO WRITE HIS OWN NAME, 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL AS A JUSTICE - OF - THE - PEACE IN 
AND FOR THE COUNT Y AFORESAID THIS 23RD DAY OF ItCEMBER, 1842. 
( S IGN ED) THOS. COPLEY, J • P • '.•V. C • 
AND THE SAID COURT DO HEREBY DECLARE THEIR OPINION THAT 
THE ABOVE NAMED APPLICANT WAS A REVOLUTIONARY SOLDI ER, AND SERVED AS 
HE STATES. 
I , G EORG E F. HATCHER' CLERK OF THE COURT OF LAWRENCE . 
- 8-
COUNTY, DO HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE FOREGOING CONTAINS THE ORIGINAL 
( PROCEEDfNGS OF SAID COURT IN THE MATTER OF THE APPLICATION OF MICAJM 
FRA ZURE FOR A PENS I ON° IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY 
HAND AND SEAL OF OFFICE THIS 28TH DAY OF DECEMBER, 1842. 
(SIGNED) GEO. F. HATCHER, CLERK COUNTY 
. COURT, KY. 
29-lJECR. , 1842, Lou IS .I\, KY. 
DEAR S : R: FOR FEAR 1™.J<X THE PETITION FORMERLY SENT ON FOR MR. 
FRAZ EURE MAY HAVE BEEN MISPLACED, I HERE SEND YOU A 
NEW PETITION AS WELL AUTHENTICATED AS I THII\JK IS NECESSA RY. How-
EVER, THE OLD MAN IN MUCH NEED, AND THERE IS NO DOUBT AMONG THE OLD 
CITIZENS AS TO HIS SERVICES, AS STATED• PLEASE CORRESPOND AS 
QUICK AS POSSIBLE AND CONFER A FAVOR ON G. V~ GOBLE. 
MESSRS. \VH I TE & ,~NDRE'.VS. 
LOUISA, KY. 
DEC. 30TH, 
HoN. JOHN ~HITE, 
SPEAKER H. R. 
-o-
HoN. JoHN WHITE AND L. w. ANDREWS, 
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, 'NAYNE COUNTY, Ser.-.\ r 
TH Is DAY PERSONALL y APPEAR ED Jos 1.1\H MARCUM AND MADE OATH THAT 
' 
TO HIS PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE MICAGER FRAZEUR ENLISTED AS A VOLUNTE ER 
IN THE CONTINENTAL LINE OF THE UNITED STATES ARMY IN APRIL, 1780, 
IN THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR IN AMHERST COUNTY, VIRGINIA, FOR THE 
TERM OF 18 MONTH~ UNDER CAPTAIN SAMUEL CABBELL, SOMETIMES CALLED 
11CAV ELL 11 , AND THAT FROM THERE HE WAS MARCHED TO HOOD'S FORT UNDER 
THE FOLLOW ING NAMED OFFICERS, TO - WIT: CAPTAIN RICHARD BALLINGER, 
MAJOR JM. CABELL AND CoL POPE, AT WH ICH PLACE WE WERE STATIONED FOR 
SOME TIME; AFTER ~H ICH AN EXP~ESS CAME FR0M HEADQUARTERS TO 
MARCH TO WILLIAMSBURG, VA. WE THEN MARCH ED UNDER THE FOLLOW I NG OF -
FICERS° C ~PTAIN RIDHAR D BALLINGER, MAJOR HARDIMAN AND COL DABNEY TO 
NEAR ~ ILLIAM SBURG AND WAS THERE STATIONED, AFTER THE BATTLE COM -
MENCED AT WILLIAMSBURG" ANOTHER EXPRESS CAME FROM GEN 1 L LA FA-
YETTE TO MARCH INTO BATTLE. WHEN THE REGIMENT THIT WE WERE IN 
THE BATTLE WAS OVER, AND THIS REGIMENT WAS PUT INTO A BROKEN REGIMENT 
WHICH WAS COMMANDED TO MARCH TO YORK AGA I I\IST CORNWALLIS, AT NH I CH 
PLACE WE WERE STATIONED AND SERVED IN MAKING BREASrNORK~ FOR SOME 
TIME AND UNTIL WALL IS SURRENDERED TO GENERAL ~ASH INGTON IN OCTOBER, 
1781 • k FTER \VALL IS SURRENDERED WE WERE PUT INTO A DETACHED COMPANYX)< 
COMMANDED BY CAPTAIN GREEN, LIEUTENANT EDES AND MAJOR HARDIMAN 
TO GU,\RD A BODY OF 'NALLISES MEN TO NINCHESTER• kFTER MARCHING THE 
PRISONERS FOR SOME DISTANCE THEY WERE DELIVERED TO SOME OTHER COM -
PANY, AT WHIOH TIME AND PLACE I, AND SEVERAL OF THE SOLDIERS 
GOT THEIR DISCHARGES, HANDED TO THEM THROUGH A WINDOW BY CAPTAIN 
TOLL I VER, AMOr\JGST 'NHOM SAID fi~AZEUR WAS ONE THAT GOT HIS DISCHARGE 
- 10-___ n 
_,, 
( - My UNDERSTANDING WAS THAT THEY HAD SERVED THEIR TERM OF 18 
MONTHS. 
5NORN TO IN THE PRESENCE OF AND BEFORE THE UNDERSIGNED 
A JUSTICE-OF- THE-PEACE fN AND FOR THE COUNTY AFORESAID THIS 27 
JAN' v, I 843. 
( SIGNED) SAM 1 L WEBB J.P.~.C. VA . 
AND I FURTHER CERT I FY THAT THE FOREGO I NG AFF I ANT Jos IAH 
MARCUM IS A MAN OF CREDIBILITY AND GOOD CHARACTER. 
(SIGN ED) SAMUEL WEBB, J.P.W.0. VA. 
-o-
AND I FURTHER CERTIFY THAT MICAG ER FRAZEUR IS A VERY OLD MAN, 
AT LEAST FROM All APPEARANCES WITH A LONG AC QUAINTANCE OF FORTY 
YEARS, I WOULD JUDGE HIM TO BE 88 OR 90 YEARS OLD AND A REPUTABLE 
MAN, AND THAT AS LONG AGO AS I CAN WELL RECOLLECT IT WAS THE GENER -
AL UNDERSTANDING AMONG THE NEIGHBORS THAT HE SERVED IN THE REVOLU-
T 101\J,6.R Y 'VAR, 14fm TO MY OWN PERSONAL K!'JOWLEDGE HE HAS, AS OFTEN AS 
TW IC E, MANY YE ARS AGO, HAD HIS PAPERS PRE PARED TO FORWARD TO TR Y Fffi 
A PENSION, AND BOTH TIMES HIS PAPERS WERE LOST OR MISLAID BY 
CARELESS HANDS WITHOUT BEING FORWARDED. FORTY- FIVE YEARS AGO 
HE 1 RD DIFFERENT MEN, WHO ARE NOW DEAD, THAT WERE REPUTED TO HAVE 
SERVED IN THE REVOLUTION, SAY THAT THEY HAD SEEN FRAZEUR I N THE 
SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES IN THE REVOLUTION AS A SOLD I ER. 
SAM IL WEBB. 
-o-
MICAJAH fRAZEUR, PETITI IONER FOR A PENSION, STATES THAT SOME-
TIME AFTER THE NARS OF THE REVOLUTI ON HE MOVED OUT TO THE NESTERN N~ 
PART OF VIRGINIA AND LI VED THERE A LONG TIME BEFORE ANY OF HIS OLD 






' -::>INCE THE }er Of 1832 HE HAS TW ICE PREPARED HIS PAPERS, OR HAD 
THEM PREPARED TO TR Y TO GET A PENSION, AND BOTH TIMES ENTRUSTED 
THE CARE OF THEM TO CARELESS OR UNFORTUNATE HANDS WHO LOST OR MIS - LAtD 
THEM; AFTER WH ICH HE MOVED TO THE STATE Of MISSOURf AND WAS 
THERE FOR SEVERAL YEARS, WHICH CAUSED A FURTHER PROCRASTINATION 
rN HIS EFFORTS UNTIL HE MOVED BACK TO KENTUCKY, AND THEREFORE THIN~S 
THAT THE ALLEGED SUPINENESS IS NOT, WHEN PROPERLY UND ERSTOOD, 
JUSTLY CHARGABLE TO HIM. 
SWORN TO THIS 4TH DAY OF FEBR UARY, t843, BEFORE THE UND[R -
SIGNED 
FEB 1 Y 4, 43. 
DEAR SIR: 
(SIGN E.D) J. CRABTR EE , JUSTICE - OF - PEACE OF 
LAWRENCE COUNTY, KY . 
- o-
THE ABO VE TOGETHER WITH ESQUIRE WEBB 'S CERTIFICATE IS, I 
THINK, A FULL EXPL~NAT ION OF THE CAUSE OF DELAY. CRUM, THE AFFIANT 
WHOSE AFFIDAVIT WAS BEFORE SENT MK ~N WAS CERTIFIED BY THE MAGISTRAT E 
TO BE A MAN OF CREDIT, HE PROVES THE SERVICE IN PART, MARKHAM 
WAS SWORN BY HIS SON, AND OUT OF A DELIC >CY, HE WAS NOT ASKED TO 
CERTIFY TO HIS CREDIBILITY, I HEREIN ENCLOSE YOU TWO ADDITIONAL 
AFFIDAVITS WHICH BOTH PROVE TO THE IR PERSONAL K~OWLEDGE THE ENL IST -
MENT, SERVICE AND DISCHARGE OF THE PET ITION ER CONCLUSIVELY, 
LIVING AT A DISTANCE --ONE OF 23 OR 24, AND THE OTHER OF 35 MILES 
FROM THE PETITIONER, AND FROM 20 TO 30 MILES FROM EACH OTHER WITH-
OUT ANY CONSULTATION, WHATEVER, THE FACTS APPE AR ENTIREL Y FAMILIAR 
TO THEM AS MUCH AS COULD BE EXPECTED AT THIS DISTANT TIME FROM THE 
ALLEG ED SERVICE, THE PETITIONER IS NOT A VERY VIGILANT MAN, AND 
- 12 -
.,. . 
THE COMMUNITY HER E APPE ARS ENT IRELY SATISFIED OF HIS HAVING SER V-
ED AS A SOLDIER IN THE REVOLUTION. 
THE ABRIDGED FORM OF AFFIDAVIT FORMERLY SENT OUT WAS MY OWN 
FAULT, BELIEVING THAT A GENERAL STATEMENT WAS ALL THAT WAS NECES-
SARY, AS I NEVER IN MY LI FE UNDERTOOK TO PREPARE A CASE.,oey' T.HES 
KIND. KNOWfNG THE IMPOSITIONS THAT IS SOMETIMES PRACTICED UPON THE 
GOVERNMENT, I DISDAINED TO MEDDLE WITH THEM, BUT BEING FULLY SAT-
ISFIED WITH THE JUSTNESS OF THIS CLAIM AND THE DELAYS OF JUSTICE 
THEREtN, I CONC~UDED TO MAKE AN EFFORT TOW WORTHY OLD SOLDIER. 
I I I 
I AM SATISFIED OF THE CREDIBILITY, NOT ONLY OF THE PETITIONER, BUT OF 
THE ~ ITNESSES IN THIS CASE. PLEASE LET ME KNOW AS SOON AS PRAC-
TI C/,BLE" IF YOU COULD ATTEND IN PERSON TO THE READING OF THE PA-
PERS IN THIS CASE YOU WOULD CONFER A FAVOR, 
YOURS, &c. 
HONOR ~BLE SPEAKER J. NHITE~ AND 
HoN I L L. W. PNDREWS. 
-o-
(~tGNED) G~ V. GOBEL. 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, CPBBELL CouNTY, TO-WIT! 
THIS DAY PERSONALLY APPEARED HENRY PEYTON AND MADE OATH 
THAT TO HIS PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE MICAGER fRA ZEUR IN ; PRIL, t780, IN 
~MHERST COUNTY, VIRGINIA, ENLISTED AS A VOLUNTEER IN THE SERV ICE OF 
THE UNIT ED STAES IN THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR UN DER C~PTAIN SAMUEL CABBELL 
SOMET IMES CALLED "C.AVELL11 , FOR THE TERM OF 18 MONTHS, A/'-!D FROM 
THERE 'v'/AS MA RCHED TO HooD 1 S FORT UNDER CAPTAI M RICHARD BALLINGER, 
MAJOR WM. CABELL AND COL. POPE, AT WHICH PLACE WE WERE SOMETIME 
STATIONED; AFTER 0HICH AN EXPRESS CAME FROM HEADQUARTERS TO 
MARCH TO WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA ■ NE THEN MARCH ED UNDER THE 
FOLLOWING OFFICER~, TO -W IT --CAPTAIN RICH~RD BALLINGER, MAJOR H,6-RDIMN 
AND Col. DABNEY TO NEAR WILLIAMSBURG, AND WAS THERE STATIONED ■ 
AFTER THE BATTLE COMMENCED AT WILLIAMSBURG ANOTHER EXPRESS CAME 
FROM GEN 1 L LA FAYETTE TO MARCH INTO BATTLE" 
THAT WE WERE IN ARRIVED THE BATTLE WAS OVER, AND OUR REGIMENT W~ 
PUT INTO AB OKEN REGIMENT WHICH WAS COMMANDED TO YORK AGAINST 
CORNW~.LL IS, AT WHICH PLACE WE SERVED IN MAK I NG BREASTWORK FOR 
SOME TI ME, AND UNTIL CoRNWi\ LL IS SURRENDERED TO GENERAL WASH I NG-
TON, .HICH WAS OCTOBER, 1781 ~FTER WALLIS SURRENDERED WE 
WtRE PUT INTO A DETACHED COMPANY TO GUARD A BODY OF CORNWALLIS 1 S 
MEN TO WINCH ESTE R, hFTER MARCHING THE PRISONERS FOR SOME DIS-
TANCE THEY WERE DELIVERED TO SOME OTHER COMPANY, AT WHICH TIME AND 
PLACE SAID fRAZEUR (AND SEVERAL OTHERS) GOT THEIR DISCHARGE HAND -
··, 
ED TO THEM BY CAPTAIN TOLLIVER THROUGH A WINDOW. THEY THEN RETURN® 
ED HOME. 
SWORN TO THIS LST- DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1843. DO FURTHER 
CERTIFY THAT THE DEPONENT IS A MAN OF RESP ECTABILITY. GIVEN 
UNDER MY HAND TH IS LST DAY OF FEB., 1843. 
CH!\RLES T. LOVE, j ■ p I . . -' . 
N. B. doTH MA RCUM lND PEYTON PROVE THE ENLISTMENT, SE RVI CE AND 
DISCHARGE, AND ARE CREDITABLE MEN, AND SO CERTIFIED. CRUM 
IS ALSO CERTIFIED TO BE CREDITABLE AND SWEARS TO THE SERVICE I~ PART 
BUT NOT THE ENLISTMENT, NOR DISCHARGE" THEY ARE AL L UNCONNECTED 
WITH THE PETITIONER AND LIVE --ONE TWENTY, ANOTHER TWENTY - FOUR, AND 
THE THIRD THIRTY-FIVE MILES FROM THE PETITIONER, AND IT APPE ARS TO 
BE GENER AL LY BELIEVED BY THE OLD SETTLERS THAT HE CERTAINLY SERVED, & 
AS HE $1'\;ll;'ESS. 
(SIGNED) G. V.GOBLE. 
